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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the re■ationship between perceived ability and
success and the four predictor variables of general attention, soccer―
spec■fic attention, v■sual disembedding, and competitive tra■t anx■ety.
College and profesSional.soccer athletes (N = 62)comp■eted e t of
s oecer・attentional style (TSAS), Test of Attentional Style (TAS), Group
Embedded Figures Test (GEFT), Sport cOmpetition Anxiety Test (SCAT), and
personal assessment questiOnnaire (PAQ).  Cronbachis coefficient alpha
analysis revea■ごd t´hat TSAS exhibited higher internttl consistency。
Pearson product―m men  correlation revealed that the two attentional
tests were reasonably discrete and measured diss■m■lar constructs. Step―
wise mu■tiple regression analysis revea■ed the soccOr―pecific attentional
measure to be the better predicぜor of perce■ved soc er ability.  Pёrce■ved
ability was predicted by athletes exhibiting ttte ability tO prpcess
external oues, rehearse and ■eady,inter al stビteg■es, and be able to     ´｀
narrow attention under・ももrtail conditions。( In combination with other
predictor var■aples the TAS was iais■ightly better predictOr of perce■ved
soccer successi but.aloneoboth TttS and iSAゞw re equal、contributOrs、。f
perce■ved success.  High perce■ved soccer success athlしtes tended to
rehearse and ready internal strategiёs (inibOth′spOr  nd nonsport situa―
tions)without becoming 6Verloadedt  ハddit■Onally, th y´h ndled the stress
of competitive sport s■tuatiOns w■tlout eXCessively narrow■ng the■r
attention generallyo  Canonical correlation revealed that high perceived
ability soccer athletes tended to narrow attention effectively and
preselect cues that wёre ■ikely to appear, a■though they did not
internalitte so much that they became overloaded.  Most impOrtant is that
athletes know what they have to do and they internalize.a plan of attack
to maximize their strengths. It was concluded that the sport-specific
TSAS was more.appropriate for identifying attentional behaviors of.'high
ability soccer athletes than'the general TAS.
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INTRODUCT10N
Skill, in soccer terms, is the abillty tO be ■n the right place at
the right time and to se■ect the correOt technique on demando  Skill,
therefore, is concerned with making selections of when, where, and how
to・use the correct techniqueo  An ■ndiv■dua■ soccer p■ayer on a team, on
average, on■y has poSQession of the ball for 2 minutes in a game (Hughes,
198o).  What the player is doing for the other minutes of the game is
making dec■s■ons and selections of when, where, and how to move.  Dёc■s■o■
making is a difficu■t task cOmpounded by the probabi■ity that soccer is
the most f■uid of a■l games.  All the players and the ba■l can move
through 36o degrees and・there re arminimum number of ■aws a d r lative■y
_  し    few´stoppageso  SituatiOnS, therefore, change rap■illi, requiring from the
ath■etes a high deЁree of mental aleFtness and concentrition.  Thus, the
reason why athletes.may not Se‐ごs successfu■as theyヽmight be ■s because
they may not pttrCeive whei, . here,_  r how tp use tle■r va iOuS'Skills.
The influ,lCe,Ofi ath■tes1 lmentぎi t｀a とs upon theil physical states
L        、■s almost imposs■ble to spec■fy`w■th any16eキta・ntェ・  TO ile super■or ■n
any sports setting ain■e es muSt haVe the focus of attention for the
■‐     :           、.
environment in which they perform.(Cratti7, 1973)・  Ittiould seen that a
soccer player must locate, select, and'focus_on the most relevant cues ■
「   ‐‐
‐
     order to be successfulo  Tlierefore, ■t・ eems that a means to assess this
■nformation process■ng Oapability might be useful for the purpose of
predicting soccer success.                                          、
Nideffer (1976a)developed the Test of Attentional and lnterpersOnal・
-   1
Style'(TAIS), which assesses the general attentional style of an individual
from various situations presented on a self-report test. According to
Niddffer attentional focuses consists of two dimensions--width and
direction. .The width dimension refers to a continuum from broad to narrow,
and direction of attention may be either internall.y focused on thoughts
and emotions, or externally focused on environmental stimuli. The two
-dimensions work in combination and, in most instances, a person can alter
attention in either dimension at wiII. Thus, in any particular situation
.an individualts attentional focus may be broad external, broad internal',
narrow internal, or narrow external. A specific attentional style may be
effective- in one situation but ineffective in another. Attentional styles
need to matbh task demands to be effective.
The assessment of attentional behlvibrrshould be as situation-specific
as possible, according to Nideffer II976d). For instance, researchers-who
wish to examine the.attentional styles.lf 
"o"""" athletes should use ari
assessment tool.'capdUte'of capturing the 
"."".,"".o! specific sport
s■tuations.
Another var■able of soccer succcss Wh■Ch ■ay be cons■dered is v■sual
disembedding。 ごRapid identificatiOn Of cues iSineeded for v■s al
disembedding (Witkil; 0・tman, Raski,, & Kall: 197■).  I Soccer player
must locate attd select the relёfantlcu,s‐frOm arfield of importa■t and
unimporta"nt cues. Ability to locate and select rllevant cues quickly is
vital as a,soccer player is constantly under. pressure from an.opponent.
It seems possible that attentional styles, as might weII be the
entire information processing system, are affected by the anxiety level
of the perfoimer. Anxiety has a vital impact on attentibn.. There is a
tendency for an individual to namow attention and for attention to
ヽ  1
become internhlly focused when highly anxious (Kahneman, Lg73, Lanclers,
I98O). Failure of a soccer athlete to deal with anxiety could mearl
tunnel vision and a detriment to' performanc.e. As in the assessment of
attention, it would se'em important to assess anxiety with a device that
is situation-specific. Martens (Lg77) developed the Sport Competition
Anxiety Test (scAT) tg measure competitive trait anxiety, which is the
tendency to perceive competitive situations as threatening.
Self-perception may be another variable that is important in the
prediction of competence in soccer athletes. It would seem that bonfidence
in oners ability is an asset of the proficient soccer athlete. Harter
(1978) stated that individuals with high self-esteem and perceived
competence are found to have an internal. Iocus of control and experience
Iow levels of anxietY.
' Se1f-report asses'sfient device oi,dbVices'for each of the following
variables--peirceiv'ed ability ald success, attention, visual disembedding,
a-
and competitive trait anxiety--wbre administerdd to assess the relation-
ship between perceived ability'and .r""".., attention-, visual
disembedding, a.,i crimpetitive trait'ailxibiy.. :-.,:.,; r !
t Sgbpe of Sroblem
This study examined the relationshipi-of; competitive trait anxiety,
visual disembedding, and attentional,stylls of sciccer athletes on perceived
ability and success. A total of-fife'tests were administered to 62 soccer
athletes from'Divisions I, II, and III' bf ttre cottegiate level and the
American Soccer League professional ranks. Self-report mebsures were used
to collect data for each variable
Attention was measured using iwo assessment devices. A test of
soccer attention"t 
"tyl-e (TSAS was modified from Taylorts 
(1979) TSAS)
(Appbrdix A).  The first 74 Statements whiCh form the Test of Attentiona■
 ｀ ヽStyュe (TAS)of Nidefferis (■976b)Te t of Attentiona■ and lnterperson争1
Style weFe uti■izeo (Appendix B).  The TAS covers a broa` range Of
general life s■tuat■on  and the TSAo is a mOre spec■fiこ measure of
attentional behavior among oヽccer athletes.
CompetitiVe trait anxiety was measured by the Sport Competition
Anxiety Test (SCAT)・(Martens, ■977).  The persOna■ as essment questionnaire
(PAQ)was・uti■ized to determire self_report measures of perCeived ability
and success.(Appendix C).  visual embedding was measured by the Croup
Embedded Figures Test (GEF士)(Witkin, 01tman, Raskin, & Karp, ■97■).
The data collected on all five tests were computed to exam■n  he
relationship,of attention, anx■e y, and v■sua■ disembedding on self―
perceptiono  The data were subjected to multip■regr ssion analysis and
.   canonica■ corre■ation in order lo aSSeきs the various relationships that
existed within tre data.                              、
Statement of Prob■en          t
“                         、                  ■
_     l The re■atェOnshiP beFWeen perce■veili ability a■d success and the levels
.  of competitivef trait anxlety, attenti9nal sty■es, and,visval diSembeddirig
was exam■ned in this stuby.  Perce.ved abiliぜy antt SucCeξF were ■d nt fied
as dependent var■ables, Ihile anxiety, vistal diSembёdding, the six
attentional sca19s of the TAS, and tid「‐sev n scales of the TSAS served as
the multiple indepehdent.varia1lёs。′.  he d ta obtained from these
meOSures were analyzed in an attempt to answer・the fo1low■ng questiOn:`         ｀
To what extent are soccer athletes; perce■v d bi i y and success,
・   measured by the personal assessment questionna■re, a func ion of
competit■ve tra■t anx■ety, v■sual disembedding, and attentional style?
5HYPothesgs
1. Perceived soccer ability can be predicted from attentional style,
visual disembedding, and competitive trait anxidty.
2. Perceived soccer success can be predicted from attentional style,
visual disembedding, and competitive trait anxiety.
. Assumptions of Study
The following assumptions were made: 
-
1. The athletes were of an adequate leve1 of experience to relate to
the situations presented in the TSAS.
2. Possible position specialization among athletes would not effect
their ability to,relate to the situations presented in the TSAS.
3. The self-report measures were a precise and truthful self-
!
asSessment of behavior in the given situations.
4. The TSAS and th6 TAS statements were a substantial indication
"t
of specific styles of attentional*behavior.
5. The instruments dere .gompleted'a'ccording to the researcherrs
directions.'i*-'",,'.
- ,_uDefinition 'of 'Ternfs i
. 
tt
'The following terms were'operationdlly defined: t
a
1. Attention: the cognitive process of sel-eitively narrowing or
broadly focusing on'internal thoughtd "and feelings 6r external environ-
2. Attentional style: a composite'of effective and ineffective
attentional behaviors of an individual al-ong the attentional dimensions
of width (broad or narrow) and' direction (internal or external).
3. Effective attention: when the individualrs focus is properly
adjusted to meet the attentional demands of a given situatidn'.
61
40  1neffective attention:  When the individua■is focus is
inappropriate for a particular situation.
5. Width.of attention: refers to the amount of inforniation and the
i
breadth of p-erceptual field an individual controls.
6. Direction of attention: refers to whether the focus is directed
internally or externally.
7. Broad external focus of attentlolq {!EI): . an effective type of
focused on the range ofattention in which the individualrs attention is
environmental cues.
8.  overloaded external focus of attention (OET):  an ineffective
type of attention itt which the individualis attention is focused on too
broad ra range of env■ronmenta■cues.
9・  BrOad internal focus‐of attentiδh (BIT):・――an effective type of
attention in which the individual'もご｀tt htion is・focused on a range of
cognitive and proprioCeptivげstimuli.                ‐
10。  Overloaded interna■ focus ofi゛attent■on (OIT): 
｀
ュn ineffective
type of atten,ion in which the individudl's.fOcus・of attention is on t00
broad a rangq of‐co n■tive and propriocepti■ざcues.     I       ・
NarrOw f6cus of attёntion i(NAR):｀ an effective‐type of attention
the individual's focuS is directed towards se■ected internal or
cues。           _    1        .
Narrow internal focus o■ttさnt■On (NIT):  an effective type of
in which the individualis focus is directed towards selected
cues.
Narrow external focus of attention (ltpf): an effective type of
in which the individual-rs focus is directed towards selected
cues.
in which
external
12.
attention
internal
13.
attention
external
14. Underinctrusive focus of attention (RBn): an ineffective type
of.attention in which the individualrs focus is tlxcessively reduced and
directed towards too few internal or external cues
15. .soccer athlete: a male member of a collegiate varsity soccer
or an American Soccer League professional team.
' 
.16. Successful soccer athlete: an individual who seJ-f-reports that
'while playing soccer he has been tron winning teamsrrt |trecognizedrrl
rrsuccessful,rt rrfrustratedrrr rtsad, rr and.'rruncertainrr to some degree.
L7. Less suc-cessful soccer athlete: an individual who reports that
whi■e playing competitive sOccer he has been l'on ■osing tean ," "unnoticedPi'
::unsuccessful," 'lfrustrated,1: ::sad,:: and i:uncertain" to some degree.
18.Ⅲ High abi■ity soccer・athlete: “ an■ndiv■dual who reports that as
a soccer player his ability is l:ab9Ve ,vlrage,:]:!gobd,1: ::praised by the
coach,:: "superiOr," ''broad,1: :'praised bシ others,:  !:enCOuraging,:: 1:strong,''
and ::better than most" tO some degreee
]    ｀
19.  Low abi■ity soccer ath■te:  an ■ndiv■dual l
a sodcer player his ability is tibb■Ow average,1' iibad,
coach,‖"inferiorノ‖■ihitedi‖:ritiCulFd by OlhttS,"
1:weak,:: and i:worset、than.mostil to・some dOgre9.
20. Visual di-sdmbedding: refers to the ability'to recognize and
select detail even when it is confdsed by irrelevaht material in the
perceptual field. j                  :           ._
Deli哺tations of・Study
The following delimitations were made:
1. This study involved only maie athletes meetinS the minimum
standard of college varsity soccer experience or higher.
2. General attentional- styles were determined by the TAS with
who reports that as'
rr rrridiculed by the
Irrfrustr''atingrrr
7
ご甲~             ~  ~   "                ・~~~~=~~‐        ~     ~   ~ ― ~
8
respectくto Width and direction on six subscales (BET, OET, BIT, OITメ NAR,
RЁD)through・general situations。
3・  ´S,CCer_specific attentional styles were determined by the TSAS
with respect tO ■idth and direction on seven subsca■es (BET, OET, BIT, OIT,
NIT, NET, REp)thrOugh Specific soccer situations.
4。  The sCAT was a self―report assessment too■ used as a measure of
competitive tra■t anx■e～y.
5。  The PAQ was a Self―report measure of perce■ved ability and
success.
6。  The cEFTⅢwas a se■f―report measure of vlsua■ diSembedding。
LinitationS of Study
Procedures necess■tated the fo1low■ng ■im■tations:
■」 The resu■ts of this study can only be genera■ized to soccer
, ath■etes who are cons■d red imilar‐to the athlet,S in ,hiS Study.
2.  Attention, anx■ety) b■■ity, success, and Visua■disembedding
were exam■ned only W・thin the confines or the deFiritionsちprov■d d and
f      L                  軍
the tests used。                 .´         ゛
,
Chapter
REVIEW OF RELATED LITEMTURE
This chapter consists of related literature concerning the task
demands of soccer, as well as the ielationship between perceived
competence and attention, competitive trait anxiety, and visual
.disemb-edding.
Task Demands of, Soccer
It seems critical that proficient soccer athletes possess certain
characteristics to meet the task deinands of sobcer. Soccer is an open,
rapid-paced game with a premir.rm placed on processing a brbad range of
cuesi And more importantly the abifity to selectively ignore extraneous
.f
cues and the ability to r"ecognize.andirespond to taSk relevant cues in
the visual field is essent-ial. fhis i.,formation frocessing, which is
constantly going on in a soccer match, is key to "the concept of concentra-
tion and/or atteritionll style , 
n,
The focusing of "attention on the correct, 
".ra, 
..,d the ignoring of
r'1,
extraneous ones are 6asic" pierequisites for suciessful ski}l performance
(Lawther, Ig77). The proper atteritional focus fitt Ue den{onstrated in
the quick recognition of a develbping.'situation and in the speed with
-t
which the. brain translat6s thought- intb. action to deal 
,with the situation
(Clues, 1980). Soccer is very much d game of decisiirns requiring the
selection. of the most appropriate motor. plan from a number of possible
plans. In order to outthink opponents it is important to have'the
capacity to evaluate inf6rmation accurately and to'make decisions quickly.
In the game of soccer an att.ribute of the. skilled perforiner is the
IO
ability to monitor cues. frdm the environmental display in addition to
paying attention'to the flight of the baII (Nettleton, 1g7il. From
- information ob'tained during the flight, the player is then able to
predict.the type and speed of movements that are required to intercept
the ball. 6ffensive soccer players in possession of the ball cohtrol the.
ball ivith their feet but keep their eyes raised enough to observe the
movements of the defensive players around them.
The visual perceptual attributes of an athlete are vital to the task
demands of soccer. Soccer athletes have a lot of information to process
when receiving a Uafi" Athletes, after controlling'the ball, must look up
and scan the whole field for open teammates to pass to. The inexperienced
. or less competent player will probably see total confusion, and in the
, 
confusion iay have difficulty seeing an uruharked teammate to pass to.
Players who are slow in.makiirg' decisions:-slow.in'recognizing an
" opportunity--cannot succeed'(Beckenbauer; 1978). Lawther (1977) contended
that skilled perforfiers rrcatchrr earlierr cues and link them to appropriate\,. 
,
responses. This early. cue re"iing is necessary to recognize where team-
, mates are and to.estimate the distance, directi6n, dnd"speed of an
:
approaching a"f".ra"'r. .Competent play0rs see and perceive moves ahead of
ir opponents i.nd have the .."i".ytof t'echniqu'es to put their ideas into
action. " ''
Soccer is a complex and unpredicttUf"lseries -of'events. Because it
-i.
is a continuously moving team sport, with cues,'arising all around the
participant, it would seem a necessity to be almost spontaneously aware
of this information. The challenge for the soccer player is to learn I
what to ati'end tO, when to attend to it, and how to be able to maintain
,-i
that attention at the critical time (Nideffer, 1978)
 ´・                                                    :                ■1
.                     ttention and Sport Perfo.luance
Attention can be bFoad■y dёfined as task=oriented perceptual
・   . iprOCess■ng or the process of extracting information from ongo■ng OVents
in a selective, active, economical way (Gibson_& Rader, ■979).
Niビёffer (.1976a)previOus■y ind cated that there are two dimensions of
attention or concentration that are critical as predictors of a person's
ability to perform effective■ye The w■dth d n ns■on, e■ther narrow or
broad, refers to how much or how little an ath■eteaヽttends o.  And the
direction dimens■on, ■ther ■nternal and external, refers to whether the
focus is on onels own thoughts and fee■ings, or external toward the             ヽ
env■ronment.
、  Nideffer (・■976a)deヤeloped the Test of Attentional and lnterpersona■    ‐
‐     Style (TAIS) in an effort t6 measule'1'persOnis ability to directl and
control attentional processes, poncentrate, analyze, and prOcess informざ_          ・
.     tion.  The TAlS cons■sts of Six sca■es、that categor■ze the abi■ity of
■ndiv■duals to control w■dti and di卜ect dh of attentiona■fOcusL  The`
・
‐
       l          l
broad external focus of lattentionユ(BET)is、the ability tO 卜ごspond to many
externa■ stimu■i at onも time.  The broad・li■te nd■ fOcus (BIT)describes a
'    person's abllity■O attend 10 and intebrate a variety of informatiOn from
internal stimuli (etge, thoughts, feelings, strategies).  The narrow focus
(NAR)is the capacity ぜo・n rrow‐a,lenti9n tO COncentrate bffectively.  The
overloaded external focus (OЁT)occurs when individuals attempt to ゴrocess
all t｀he cues arising ■n the environment, negating‐the processes of
selection and reflection.  The overloaded internal focus (OIT)describes
the condition when individuals attend to their own thoughts and fail to
Shift and attend to the environment.  Finally, the underiiclusェve
attentiOnal focus (RED)occurs to individuals who cannot shift from a
・                                                                 12
narrow fOcus・to a broad focus.
To fac■litate perfOrmance ■t is ■ pOrtant that athletes knOw ■n
advance the demandS their particu■ar spo t makes On them with respect
to attentional var■ab■es.  PerfOrmance s■tuations can be catёgbr■z d
on the basis of the attentiOnal demands that the sport makes on the   ・
athletes.  A maJority of cOmpetitive・situations require a rap■d shift
、 from interna■ tO externa■f cus (Nideffer, 1976b).  Nideffer (1978)
generalized that, in open skil■s that requ■ the ndiv■dual tO be aware
of and able tO respond to a cOmplex rapidly changing environment,
athletes would find a broad focus tO their advantage.  This would be
characteristic of an attacking situation in sOccer where it is impOrtant
t¨O read t,e defens■ve k y .  By cOntrast, a narrOwer focus ■s usefu■ in
■ntricate, complex c10sed skills where only one stimulus (e.g。, a ball
or an opponent)is relevant to the task.  A free kitk situation or
shooting on gOal woFld be Categor■zed as a c■Osed ski■l.because a narrow
focus On the bal■lwOuld be needed・tO execute the ski111。  For successful
soccer performincざ, athiet,s plst be able ぜO deal with the characttristics
and demands of both Open and c10sed sttillS thdt are PreSe,tlW・thin a
soccer match.  obviousiy, Che less fl,xiblQ・thie ath■bles' attentiOnal_
StyleS atte, the moいe ciffiCllty they will｀五avざhdapting to changing game
conditionso  For example, a sOccer atilete′Aa―s j「stibeen fouled in the
p9naltyt reat  The athletel ust fOrgelrthe lCOrei lhe paFt fOu■・which may
stil■ be hurting, the gOalkeeperis distrよcぜiOns, ind Other irrelevant
stimuli On the field Of play.  The athletё must shift atten ion to the
blll and the spot in the gOal to be hit.  Failure to do this may result
■n a p00r attempt at the penalty kick.                   .
Kahneman (1973)Stated that individuals can selectively fOcus On
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some stimuli in preference tO otherse  Lawther (1977)further indicated
that cもmpёtqnt athletes exhibit the ability to concentrate on cues
relevant fOr the task demands of their sport by filtering out irrelevant
cues, even to the extent that they are ignored compleぜely. In addition
tO selective attention, flex■bility of attention ■n response to s■tuation
demands is an important determinant of successfil soccer performance。
The athlete must focus on thoughts and feelings and then sw■tch the focus
to env■ronmenta■ stimu■i.  It would appear v■tal that cdmpetent soccer
athlotes seliect■v ■y attend to the task demands of soccer and.be able to ・
shift attentional styles.
=   It appears that flexibility of attention or the abi■ity to shif
styles when appropr■ate ■s ■mportant FbF different aspects Of the game
of sもごcero  Nideffer (1978)c■asSified othe optima■ style for an       ｀
ofFensive soccer player On a"fast break as broad‐exterhal丁ノ
ン
kthletes
control the`ball with their feet and focus on different cues that may
ihdicate'who they 血,y・pass tO,卜ЧhiCh Space they shOuld dribb■e intも, or        ゝ
●                                                                       ´
whether,to shoot or noto  A broad external f9cl, would also be impOrtant
`           :
for‐defensive soccer athletes who must read whi11■s happen■ng as the ball｀
■s be■ng moved around the field of p■ay, aζ wel■ as bё.ab■e to defёnd an       ・
。pponent and adjust to their movemettts, ぃI i rs‐a■so iIIl,or ant fOr offensive
players w■thout the ball t9 ma■nta■n e b卜Oad externa■ focus ■n order that
they read the dёfens■ve_movements and reco』n■ze op n spaces on the field
●
while ma■nt n ng eye contact on.the p■ayOr w■th the ball.
In preparation for a game, or at a particular po■nt dur■ng a game,
soccer players might reca1l or develop a strategy as to how tO beat
a deFender Or defend their opponent.  This would require a broad internal
focus ■n order to recall past performances under s■m■lar conditio s, how
L4,
one feels physically at that point in time, and strengths and weakne'sses
of oppontints. A narrow external type of attention, however, i's useful
vhen a player mist respond to very few cues and'continue to.maintain
focus without. distr'action. This is eVident in the technique aspects of
soccer Such as shooting, trapping, heading, and passing where athletes
focus on the ball and ignore the irretevant stimuli around them". If,
when taking a shot on goal, the player responds to the challenging'
defbnder and concentration becomei broad on the defender instead of
narrow on the ball, then performance witl }ikely suffer. Soccer athletes
may find a narrow.internal focus useful to ignord pain and fatigue or
self-defeating thoughts and attitudes, which may develop during a game.
. The TAIS has bedn used to assess which attentional competencieS in
'swimmers (ttideffer, 1976a), tennis ptlye." (Van Schoyck & Grasha, I98I),
and'riflpmdn (Landers & Courtet, 1979) are. vital for successful
performance. Although- Nideffer (Lg76a) developed. the TAIS for a variety
of environments, it hds been argued that sport-speci.f"ic,mbasures of
attention are moie precise estimate^s of attentional proiesses th-an is a
general ass'essment iriStrumeht (Fisher, 1977; Martens, Lg7D. 'Unless
tf
relevant environmbntal variables are examined, insight into the
corresponding p'rocesses between athletes and their.enviro"nment is
severelylimited..' 
. , 
' ,
i
Sport-specific versions of Nidefferrs TAIS have been constructed and
'compared with the TAIS in baseball (Ford, 1981), soccer (Taylor, L979);
tennis (Van Schoyck & Grasha, 198I)1 and volleyball (I,lassey, I98I). It
was concluded-from these studies that sport-specific measures of
attention'are more approprii.te estimates of attentional processes in sport
than is the general TAIS. Ford (I98I) found that.the sport-specific.Test
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of B"atting Attentional Style differentiated betir'een low and high batting
averages groups while the TAS did not. Taylor (1979\ found that soicer
athletes of high perceived success and ability exhibited a broad externpl
focus of attention on both the TAIS and the Test of Soccer Attentionil
Style (TSAS), while those of low perceived success and ability did not.
Each of "the six TSAS attentional scales differentiated soccer.athletes of
high and low pbrceived ability and success, while only two of the
attentibnal scales on the TAIS did so. Van Schoyck and Grasha (198I)
found that the sport-specific Tennis Test of Attentional Style showei a
much more consistent relationship to tennis ability than the. tAiS. Massey
(1981) concluded thdt the sport-specific Test of Volleyball Attentional
Style vras more appropriat"e for identifying attentional behaviors
(effective verSus ineffective) amon[ volleyball*athletes than the general
'・
TAISo                      r
This ev■dence seems to ■ndicate that, if one ■s to ga■n additional
■nsights ■nto the cogn■tiveiprocesses of ath■eteξ, One must cons■der thё
advantages of emiloying a spoFI―speC■fic measure of attention rathёr than
・                                   1  , サ
μti■iZ■hg a mOre general measure ofヽttentional processes.`
:      L       '     ・    ,    '               ・｀        Visual Disembedding     ・   :
、      ISua■ diSemb91ling ・ Sithe abi■ity tO. reakrup an orgenized ViSual
field so that a partヽ。f it is perCeived t,・l 卜separatO fr5m the remainder
(Pargman,. Bender, & PeShaies, ■975)=L T e characteristics attributёd tot
field・ependence―i d pendence (Witkin, Lewis, Hertzman, MachOvёr, &
Wapner, 1954)hOld implicationS. for the applicability of such tests in
the, ssessment of cogn■tive pr cesses character■tic of athletes.  If an
individualts perception is strongly dominated by the overa1l organization.
of the surrounding field and parts of the field are exper■enced as fused,
、  ヽ                 ゛
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then this ■s known as the fie■d―dependent mode｀of・perce■v■ng.  It would
appear than profiOienti soccer players wou■d be more field indepOndent
because they wou■d be able to disembed or pick out certa■n cues or
stimuli frOm the environment (visual fie■d).  This me ns soccer athletes
would be able to separate the soccer ba1l or urunarked teammates as
relevant cues from among the many irrelevant cues。
MacCェllivary (1980)suggested the standard Rod and Frame Test or the
Cloup Embedded Figures Test as the best test to IIleasure v■sual^‐
disembごdding.  The CrOup Ehbedded Figures Test (GEFT)uses speed of
response as one cr■ter■on of success.  Certa■n■y s10ed Of Cue process■ng
and thoughts ■s v■tal in a rapid pace gane like soccero  Whomever becomes
the passer in a game of soccer bёごohes the t amls quarterback for that
_ moment.  As the football quarterback ithe passer has to have a flex■b■e
p｀lan of attack, and speed Of reSponse would seem cr■tica■ because lim■ted
time ■s・a factor. .`
｀      Anxiety and Motor iえrfOrmt ce  r
u    r  Duling cOmpetition, as,the bnvironIIlent beccimes hore.stressful,
ability to cont■l bO h the w.dth and.direction Of altentiOn、d reases.
・  Yany researcherilhave discovered that high、anxipty もeems t6 narrOw
attention, and this narrowing can lead to perfoェ“lante decrements if the
イ ‐
‐  narroWed attentional style does not match the taSkS demands (Easterbrook,
1959; Kahneman, ■9733 Landersb 198o; Nideffer, 1976b3 Wachtel, 1967)・
Soccer players cannot be successful if they allow excess■ve narrow■ng of
attention.  Narrowed attention results in what is called "tunnel vision,t'
where an athlete ■s m■ss■ng important cues.  For example, soccer athletes
who are highly hnxious when receiving a ball will be_over―concerned with
the ball and not sufficiently concerned with surveying the field of p■ay.
????
?
This narroryed focits nould restrict the options. available to the pais.er,
Iimiting the choices for the P1aY.
Wachtel (1969)suggested that highly anxュous people narrow・attentiqn
to such a degree that stab■ or■entation cannot be ma■nta■ned, and that
this narrow■ng results ■n rand9m, diSOrgan■zed sc n■ng in an effort ,o
reestablish_contro■ over the perceptual processo  High■y anx■ou0
■ndiv■dia■s do not perform as we■l as low anx■ous ■ div■dua■s on complex,
motor tasks (Carron, 19683 Lawther, 19773 Weinberg & Genuchi, ■980)。
Highly anxious ath■etes may be expressing their anxiety ■n terms of
subjective perso,a■ thOughts and fOelings that are all negative in terゴs
of good performancee  Concentration IIlay become ■ntern ■ly f cused instQad
of beintt directed toward meeting thO task demands.  Or, just as likely,
an dthlete's'individualiz,d psychological respOnsё to anxiety may be a
inability to direct attetional w■dth Of focuse
Martenis (■977)Sport Competitiott Anxiety Test (scAT)and NidOfferts
(1976a)Test of Attentipnal.andⅢInterper,ona■ tylL (TAIS)aie selF=
report instruments which identify ■ndividull' With hlごh Competitive
anx■ety anl an.attentttonal loCus that iit i二epproir・aぜe ror hずpres r.bed
´                                   を ,、 1         
｀
task.  If athletes narrow the■rr ttention tttcし
'も
■iVel工When ■t shou■d be
brOad, then they w■ll is69卜e highion Nidefferi.  TAIS sca■e measur■ng
underinclusion (RED)..(focus is too narrowiwhen‐it shouid be brOad)
(Landersi 1980).  Individuざls asSesse  to have high“`cOmpetitive trait
anxiety measured by SCAT are・more predisposed td・rce■ve the objective
competitive s■tuation as threaten■ng to the self and w■l■ consequently
have higher levelS Of State anx■ety responses pr■or to competition
(Martens, 19773 SCanlan, 1975)・              :  i
Weinberg and Genuchi (198.0) demonstrated how narrowed attentional style
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can prOduce performance decrements when attentional styles do not match
the task demands of a comp■ex ski■l. Using Martens' SCAT as a measurё Of
competitive trait anxiety, Weinberg and Cenuchi (■980)found that loW
■evels of ainx■ety increased golf performance, while decreased golf・
performance was found w■th high levels of anx■ety. Thus, the higher the
anxiety and the more comp■x th , etitive s■tua on, the more
difficulty athletes have because the narrow■ng focus do s not a1low them
to react to, much less process, all the ■mportant info..la ion.
Comparison of resu■ts b tween golfers and sOccer players is difficult
from a prediCtiVe standpo■nt.  Soccer ■s an opOn Or ■nteractive skill anc
go■f is a closed ski■l (Rothstein, 1979).  What is evident is that both
sportミ cons■St Of complex ski■■b that requ■re the abi■ity to se■ectively
process exte.ニュa■ stimuli。 ´ xcPss・VO nttrrOw■ng due to an ■ncrease ■n
anx■ety.esu■ts ■n random, disorganiled SCann■ng in. n effOrt tO
reestab■isli'contrOl,over the perceptual protess,(Wachtol, ■967).
・MahOney and fttvener (1977)Studiёd gymnastic,qua■fieFS and On―
qualifiers for ぜhe■976 o■ympid Cameso  The more successFu■ athletes
1     1     
・      ■     ■           “
reduced their arもusdl levels in the cruc■al momentsljust Prior t。
competitibn whilt the leSS SuccePsful athletes fa■led・toJd6 so。 ・      : ‐
subjective self=reportSi from th9 ■ess succtssful athleteis suggest that
they aroused themsLlvёも o as´tale of thighiexcite爺ent ぢy cot jur.ig ip
■mages whicl generated selfLdOubt and fear of fa■lure。 ' Sim■lar results
were shown with springboard divers (iSiebolと, ■979)  ヽIt may nOt be the
absもlute level of arousal, but the ability of the ■thletQ to COntr l
those leve■s Iぃich gOVerns eventual sport performanceo  The critical
factor may be the pattern of arousal change and the_techniques used to
effect changee
I9
Anxietf may have one <if the most pervasive effects on athleters
responses to competition (nisher & Zwart, 1982). In a complex motor
task such as soccer, athletes who possess high competitive trait anxiety
are probably going to be unsuccessful due to the'fact that anxiety
narrows attention and limits cue selection and processing. What soccer
adhletes extract from sport environments would appear'to be a function
of. their general disposition to be anxious in competitive sport settings
plus their perceptions and expectations of self in Specific situations.
This assertion makes it necessary to look at self-perception as a salient
variable of a successful Soccer athlete
SeIf-Percgp9ion
Each athleters self-perception.of competence affects the interaction'
of arousaf and.performance. ff'athletesr self-assessment of their skill
or preparation for a speciflc cohtest is low, the effects of any increase
in arousal may be magnified (RoteII=a & Bunker, +978)..Ath1etes'who are
I
highly'aroused in preparation may see a detrimentd.I effect on performance
rith an inciease in'arousal. '-,This'"ff"it may'be the.'direct result".of the
t.
anxiety produced 
.by thd incongrubnce of the perceived demand'bf'a situa-
Li 
! I
tion compaied to the perceived capabilities of'the athlete (RoteUa A
Bunker, ■978).   . t゛
It‐would seemィapparent that ath■ёtes.v10 aret COnsistently successful
lし     、
w■llマbe confident ih the outこOmes~ of the■r sport perfbュlllance s.  Bandura
(1977)explained performance a,cbmpllshmen,S al an important sourOe of
self―efficacy.  The feelings of efficacy should a1low an athlete to
accomodate to the stress of competitive sport settings. ' Cognitive worry
over the outcome should be minimal and this should result in decreased
anx■ety feelings, whereas fa■lur  ■n competitive sport settings would
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■ead to anx■ety in mastery s■tuations.  Athletese perceptions of the■r
success and ability in sport env■ronments leads them to expect certa■n
outcomes as a resu■t of the ath■tese perce■ved competence.
HarteT (■978)dごscribed the relationship betweёn perceiv d competence,
perce■ved control, and performance.  When ath■etes assess the■r
performance as pos■tive, feelings of competence or self―esteem are
increasedo  This leads to a sense of inte.1lal cOntro1 0Ver many outcomes
Soccer atheletes who possess high self―este m and perceived competence
fdei that they have contrQ1 0ver the■r destiny and are able to ma■nta■n
the■r at:もntional style because they are able to control the■r anx■etyt
SuFmary
Thiere are certa■n task demands that must be met if an ■ndiv■dual is
 ヽto be profic■ent in soccer.  A soccer athlete must be able to recogn■ze
F     _                                  ｀
un pppbrtunity quick■y'eno ma e decisions quick■y (Beckenbauer, 1978)。
A soccer ath■ete must haヤe the ability to se■ectively ignore irrelevant
cues and to recognize and res10nd.■O task―re■ёvant,cues in the visual'
field.  The task・dem nds r」与iewed in this chapter make ■t fa■rly ёlear
that・soccer ■s a complex percёptual task。                  1
・  ｀Attention is al indiVidua11's styi_e fqr directing stnSeb and thought
pFOcesses to partiCular Stimuli (Nideffer, 1976a).  In addition to the
_    :             
′
direction dimension i(inter,al or eXternali)l attention also varies along 。.
the width dimension (narrOw and broad)。  0■ly ihёn' thletes' attentiopa■
i   L
styles and sport demands are congruent is sport'P,rfOrmance maxim■zed.
An understanding of athletes' attentional styles can help explain past
successes and faユlures in competitive situations (Nideffer, 1976a).
A central aspect Of attention ■s the se■ectng of relevant cues to
meet the task demands and this ■s v■tal i  another ■mportant var■able,
v■sual dibembeddingo  Visual disembedding iS the ability to pick out
external stimu■i from a visual field (Pargman, Bender, & Deshaies, 1｀975).
Broad attention ■s‐necessary to extract a small figure embedded w■thin a
larger figure (Wachte■, ■967)・                             :
Attxiety has been found to narrow attention and 'this can lead to
performanse decrements ■f th  narroWed attentional sty■e does not match
thざ task deinands (Easterbrook, ■959; Kahneman, 19733「Landers, 1980;
NIdefFeお, 1976b; Wachteli 1967).  PrOficient athletごs are able｀to reduce
「      anxiety ■eyels ・in crucia■ moments while less proficient are´unable to d0
so (Mahoney &｀Avener, 1977)。                               ・
A´nother var■able that seems necessary to achieve cPmpetency  n soccer
 ｀  _   is perceived ability alid success」 Athletes who are consistently success―
,｀
r        fu■ will lie confident in the outcomeS of their sport perfもrmance (Bandura,
、                   t                    ,
1977)。  Athletes who possess h■gh self二esteem and perceived competence
fee■ that they have control over ,le・r destiny. nd are better able to
maintain their attentional style。                      ‐
`´         }              '                   :
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Chapter‐3                            ・
 ｀                            METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The following chapter w■ll dea■ With the methods and procedures used
in this investigation.  Selection of subjects, testing instruments,
methodゞぇof data col■ection, scor■ng of data, and treatment of deta w.11
be descr■もed。
‐                 se■ection of Subjects
The subjects in this study were 62_male ath■etes engaged in
cOmpetitiヤe soccer.  All―Amer■can soccer athletes from Div■s■ons I, II,
and III, socCer athletes from Hartw■ck College and SIracuse Un■vers■ty,
1    ・and・soccer ath■etes from two proFess■onal soccer teams n th  Amer■can
sOccer League――Detroit Exprd■SLa五
‐d Penn,ylvinia stoners――were・subjects.
Infbrmed consent fOrmsrexp■■in■ng the  ntent of the study and ensuring
confidentib■ity were given to, signed,by, and col■eごted f｀r6m a■l subjects・
(■ppendix D).          ヽ              , F             =
ヨ        Testing lnstruments            '
Thef´ollow■ng testξ yere adm■n■stereil' ,o Lごg sublects:  the
attenliona■ pOrtibn of the TAIS i(First 74 ξtatごments)メ(Appendix B),
hereafter referred to as lhe,,TASメa te t of sotler attentiona■ sty■e
(TSAS)(Appendix A), the.'CrOup EmbeddediFigures T9st (GEFT), the spOFt
.                      J       1                1
Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT), and the personal aSsёもsment quざstionn■ire
(PAQ) (Appendix C)。                _
Nideffer;s (1976a)TAS contains 55 attentional situations which
relate to attentional behav■or across  broad range of s■tuations,
randomly located in the first 74 items of the teste  Six attentional      “
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subsca■es are ■nc■uded, three of which represent effective behav■or and     「
three of whiёh represent ineffective behav■or.  The ffective scales are
the・broad external focus (BET), broad interna■ focus (BIT), and narrOw
focus (NAR).  The ineffective sca■es ar  the over■ oaded externa■ focus
(OET), over■Oadёd internal focus (OIT), and the underinclusive' focus
(RED)e  Subjёcts respOnded to each situation on a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from :ineveri! to "alwayse;:  Construct validity has been replDrted
for attentiona■.subscales of the TAS (Nideffer, ■977).  Test―r t st
reliability coeffic■ents or the s■x attentiona■ and ll interpersonal     `
scales ra,ged from 。60 to 。93 (Nideffer, 1976a)。 `
The TSAS format was s■■lar to that of the TASo  The.8■ statements
werie a modificati6n of the TSAS used ゃy Tay10r (■979) (App ndix B).         ・
Seven attentiona■ subscales are ■nclud d, four of which represent
l  
ごifective behavior――BET,・BIT: narrow internal f9CuS (NIT), and narrow
external・focus (NET)一―and three‐of which represent ineffeCtiヤe attentiona■
functioning―-OET, 0:T, an4 REDo  Ath■etes responded to each staterent On
ithe TSAS in the same manner as on the TAS with.the 5-poirt continuum
ォ  l 卜         .ranging from"never"、q崎lWaySO"`・     1
1
The Croup Embedded FigyreS、TfSt (GEFT・)deals with the athletets
ability to・■suallレdi,embed(Witkin,‐oltttn,・Raski■,&Karp,1971).This
F
test requ■red・the athlete to disembed s■mple geOmetrc shapes frOm mOre
complex patterns and・9utline the correcti shapes in pencile  The CEFT   
・
cons■ts of a practice sess■on of yen probliens tottbe completed in 2
m■nutes, and then two 5-m■nute test,sections of n■ne problems each.  The
CEFT has a reported reliability estimate of 。82 us■ng the Spearman―Brown
prophecy (Witkin, 01tman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971).     
‐                      ・
The personal assessmёnt que tionnaire (PAQ)is a measure of perceived
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ability and success in soccer. Athletes reiponded to six bipolar
adjectives to dbscfibe success and nine to describe ability, using the"
semantic differential technique with a J-point scale (Appendix C). The
PAQ was adapted from Coulson'and Cobbts (i979) generalized expectancy of
sport success'Sca1e, and has been shown to be reliable (i-nternal
consistency, I = .96; test-retest reliability, r = .90).
Martenst (L977') Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) is a measure'of.
each athletets competitive trait anxiety. SCAT is composed of 15 state-
ments, I0 of whiih are designed to indicate trait anxiety behavior in
competitive situations. Subjects answered each statement on a 3-point
.scalb--trhardly everrrr rrsometimesrrt or rroften.tr Test-retest correlation
coefficients for the SCAT ranged from.70 to.80 (Martens,1977).
Methbds' of Data Collection
A test packet was provia6d to eabh athlete containing: a ff2 pencil,
two answer Sheets, tnformed con-sent form, dj-rections to self-administer
tests wheri necessary, ahd the'qELT, TSAS, TAS, PAQ, and'SCAT. Some
athletes completed the tests in groups adinilistered by the iesearcher,
while others selfjadministered th'e tdst at"their,convenie.,". 
"nd mailed
the ansrier-s back to the ."r".."n"U. n"yona th6 presentatio-n and directions
in the test packet, no envirbnme.,a", 
"or,arols were'established. Eachr :.
athLete was asked to""read and sign the conient f<inl. nnihasis was placed
on comple.ting the tests in the frescribed order (as i control proc'edure
to minimize fatigue). Subjdcts who,self-adrninistered the tests were
.!
encouraged to divide the test into two sessions to break up the monotony.
The first session consisted'of GEFI and'TSAS while the second session
contained the TAS, SCAT, and PAQ. The GEFT rvas adminis"tered first as it
was a timed test. After this, the subjects could work at their own rate.
25
'subjects were informed that tests could be completed in 6;5-70 minutes
. 
Scgring of Data
The data from the TAS and TSAS were submitted to the computer on
computer answer sheets. fne computer read the scores and issigned an
appropriate value irom I-J for each response. These data were then
entered dn a disk file'for future use. The GEFT scores hlere obtained by
.eomparing the forms the athletes had outlined with the correct forms on
the answer key. The first section contained eight problems for practice
purposes and was not scored. The score was the total number of correctly
traced simple forms in the second and third sections combined.
Th"e PAQ was scored in two parts. A separate score was hand-
,calculated'.from each of perceived ability and success. Both sets of data
riere obtained by giving a number value of I to 5 for each adjective pair,
with I representing the, most. negitive and '$'representing the most positive
value
The SCAT was a'Iso hand-scored and the sum of.the'iesi:onses indicated
i..i.' I o *j
the athleters scbre. The res.ponses of the SCAT were given'a number value
of 1 to Jr.-1 representi-ng th9 negative and J repiesenting the positive
v.tr" according'.ao ,.,"a"r"Jrorr. provided by Mdrtbns (1977)
' i 
.t
Treftment of Da,ta r
.'t 
_ _ 
,__. 
__^aInternal consistency of the'TAS'i:na'tslS was calculated usr-ng
J
Cronbachrs coefficient alpha analysis (Cronbach, l-gSf). To quantify the
..i"Ltt,iri,iiire1ationshipsamongtheI7variabIes,Pearsbnproduct_moment
l,.r
correlatiori was used. Pearson cbrrelations,were followed by multiple
1.,
regression analyses of attention, visual disembedding, and competitive
. 
-._ 
r:1,t i.il.
trait anxiety on perceived ability-and success. Canonical correlation
was utilized to assess the rirultivariate rblationship between the predictor
?
?
?
?
‐I       J
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variables (perceived dbility and success) and the outcome variables
' (attentionalscales of 'the TAS and TSAS, competitive trait anxiety, and
visdal disembeddi.e)" In aII cases, the .05 lev'bl of statistical
ir'
l    .   1・｀ 景 :  .    t    ‐
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Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results of the ■nvestigation are presented in thiS Chapter.  The
chapter is divided into the fol■ow g secti ns: (a)internal consistency
of the attёntional scales of the Test of Attentional and lnterpersonal
Style (TAS)and ithe test of soccer attentional style (TSAS),(b)inter―
correlations Of attention, anxiety, visual disembedding, and perceived、
abi■ity and success, (c)multip■e regression analyses of the predictor
variables (attention, anxiety, visual disembedding)with perceived ability,
(d)multiple regression analyses of'the predictor variables (attention,
anxiety, visua■disembedding)wi～h.perceivel succeSS, (e)canonical
‐ correlation of perbeived abi■ity and Success witn the predictor variables
(attentiOn, anxiety, v■sual disOmもeddinilg), and (f)summary・
・      I      Internall_Consistency of the TAS｀and TSAS
Internal congistenc, 6F tuё TAS and'TSAS was calclilごted by CrOnbach's
i            =.=    :                                            プ
(195■)COёfficient alpha.  Alphe rbliabilities fbr each of the attenti6nal
scales of the TAS:and TSAS are reportざ・.n、Tablё l. JTfo cbeffic.ents are
listed for、some scalese  Coeffic■ents,,ppearing in 'arentheses are values
aCjuSted tO ■mpr ve ■nternal consiste」cy byルdeleting ェtems correlating
n9gatiVely or be■ow..10 with the´sca■el ab a wh61e。(Appendices D and E)。    、
/
Adjusted reliability coefficients・fOr tぃe TAS ヤariご各 fromta low`of .48〔 ´  ′
=(NAR)to a high of .74 (BIT).  Coefficients f9r the TSAS varied fro市 。65
(NIT)to 。84 (RED).  On the whOle, the TsAS was the more internally
consistent of the attentional・measures.ヾ
___ェ )―i
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Table 1
Internal Consistency of the Test of Attentional Sty1e (TAS)
and Test of Soccer AttJntional Style (TSAS)
Variatiles TAS TSAS
BEI
OET
BIT
OIT
NAn
NET
NIT
RED
.59
.69
.43 ( .7il4
.62
.04 ( .48 )b
NA
NA
.42 (';52)c,
"76
.83
.76
"82
NA
.68 (.73)d
.65
.84
tlt"* 20 ddleted and irtem 27 recoded.
+ rt
ort"r. 4, 6, L}r'25, 26, and 12 deleted.
'r
^.ftlt"rs 27r' 48, 49, 69, and 74,-deleted. "'
dra"in 8r aeretea. '"'" " ? a
J':i
.t
T .,
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Intercorrelations of Attention, AnxietyJiSlle] li-qslnlegdi
and Perce■ved Ability and Success
・ Pearson product_moment correlation assessed the relationshipsヽamong
al■ variableso  Pearson n values anong variab■es are reported n Tab■e 2。
Pёarson r values ranged from a low of 。0■ (NETS and GE「r3 0 TN and GEFT)
to a high of 。87.(OITS and REDS)。                         ・
・  TAS scales Were only moderate■y related to s■m■■ar cales on the
TSASo  Pearson r va■ues for like scales ranged from a ■ow of 。23 (NAR and
NIT)to a high of .37 (NAR and NET).  Examination of intercorrelations
w■thin TAS and TSAS sca■es revealed that the TSAS sca■es were not as
discrete as thie TAS.
No sca■es of the TAS were even moderately (二ls ranged from .04｀tO .■9)
related to success or abi■ity. Slightly'hig,er二Values(.18 to―。51)
were、found between TsAS items and‐perce■ved ability and success.  Higher
r values (。34 tO ―・5■)Were found between TSAS ard Perceived ab‐i■ity.   
｀
SCAT showed loi cOrrelations w■th P,rc'iVed,ability,(二 = ―。l )and
・  tt■                        :
success (r = ―。24)・rconlparison with the・Other predictor variables revealed
the fo■lowing modPrateitO ■Ow corre■a,i nsL(二 = 137 tl :41)1  0ET, OIT,
`  ・              ・            |       
・       ・
RED (TAS)3 01T (TSAS).  The SCAT cprrelations were ,■ightly higher with
TAS than with TSAS。                                   ・                    1
.       _       li                       ^
Visual disembeddihg revealbご10w i90rr ■atiOnS,vith Jperce■ved aOility
(r = -003)and success.(r = L.14)・, C6mpariso, witil thも, 。ther predictor
variab■es revealed mOderate tO-10w cOrrelations (r = 。25 to ―。35)With
two variables8  BET and RED (TAS).           :                   ヽ
1, Mu■tiple Regression Analysis     ‐
In order to assess the overall degree of relationship between a set
Of predictOr variables (attention, anxietyb visual disembedding)ind a
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Table 2
Intercorrelations of Attention, Anxiety, Visual- Disembedding,
and Perceived Success and Ability
4 9  ■O  ll  12  13  14  15  16  17
l. BETN
2。 OETN
30 BITN
4. OITN
5。 NARN
6。 REDN
7。 BETS
8。 oETS
9。 BITS
10。 OITS
■l. NETS
t■2. NITS
130 REDS
140 SCAT
■5. GEFT
■6。 suc
17. AB
-50  58
-37
- 3  21
72 -49
-32  28
-43
-56  30 -25
50 -22  29
-34  20 -15
61 -25  29
-10  17 -ll
-10  38
-76
32 -22
-13  28
29 -27
-■3‐ 30
10 -24
-■0  31
63 ■70
-49  79
-57
37  25
-44 -26
3   16
-34 -31
37  23
-22 -25
65  67
5  -76
58  5イ
5ー7 …74
56
-22 -17
ぢ 43
-10 -31
2  41
-14 -33
30  43
- 7 -06
85・ ■8
-51 -13
87  37
■59■23
-79 -22
・    23
25 -05  11
01 -14 -07
'05  ■2  ■9
-17・-16 -10
12  ■1  ■2
-35 -■4  04
■   23  47
-11 -■8 -39
07  36  46
-05 -36 _5■
―ol  ■8  34 ｀
07  25  39
-04・-25 -47 ´
04 -24 -ll
-03 -14
55‐
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
Note.  Dec■mals
2。05=.。250
2。0■=.32.
om■tted.
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:      single criter■oni measure (PerceiVed ability and perceived success, in
´turn), the StepWise procedure of multiple regrёssion was u lized.
″_      F Perceived Ability
Mu■tip■e regress■on of the predictor var■ab■es On pe ce■ved ability
reヤealed the fo1lowing five significant (2 く 。05)Variables: OIT (TSAS),
RED (TAS), BIT (TSAS), BIT (TAS), and RED (TSAS)。 hese five variables
predicted approximately 36% Of the variance in perCeived abilityo  This ・
fihuing ■ed jo the acceptance of the first hypothesis that was stated aS.
fo1lows:  perce■ved soccer ability can be predicted from attentiona■ sty■e,
visual disembedding, and competitiサe trait anxie yo  Although a significant
percentage of variance was accounted for, ■t i impprtant t  note that 64%
of perce■ved soccer abi■ity was not exp■a■ned by the predictor var■ables.、
Mu■tip■e rlgress■on of TSAS, v■sua■ disembedding, and competェtive
…        trait anxiety On percёェveご
'ability rёvealed the FO■lQwing four‐significant
(2く・05)Variables: 01T.(TSAS).,BIT″(TSAS),visualとIsembedding,ind  
‐
.   BET (TSAS).  These 10ur variables predicted apprOximately.33% Of the
f    i   blin.natiぶ
g the TAS resuitёd in Only a 3%. variance in perceivqd abi■ity.  1
 ｀ decrease ■n expla■ned'var■ance from∫hP
:｀。
rigina■ predictionr equatibn.
・  ・The measure of geheraiL attёntion (TAJ)contributed ■it le tЪ he predidtive
equation_when the soccer specific measure (TSAS), competitive trait    、
,         anxiety, and visuali diSembeddi■g werc'alrёady・includedO
Multiple regress■on of T4S, viSual disembedding, and competitive tra■t
anx■ety on、perce■ved ability revealed the fol■owirg fOur sign■ficant
(2 く・05)・Variables:  competitive traitヽanxiety, BET (TAS), OET (TAS), and
NAR (TAS).  These fOur variables predicted approximately 12% of the
var■ancee  When the TSAS was elim■nated from the. verall prediction of
perce■ved ability, expla■ned var■nce was reduced by 24%:  TherefOre, the
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soccer―spec■fic measure added apprec■ably to the prediction.
Mu■tiple regress■on of TSAS var■ables on perce■ved ability r,Vealed
the fol■wing｀three significant (2 く .05)Variables:  BET (TSAS), BIT
(TSAS), and NIT (TSAS)。  Thesё three variab■es predicted approximately
31% Of the var■anceo  Because the TSAS、alon expla■ned 31% Of the ・
perceived.ability varianCe, this variable was near■y as good  prediCtor
by itself as were a■l the predictor variab■es comb ned.
Mu■tiple regress■o, of TAS var■ables on perce■ved ability revealじd
the fo1lowing three significant (2 く 。05)Variab■ es:  NAR (TAS), BET (TAS),
and OET (TAS).  These three variables predicted approximぎte■y 8% of the
var■ance.  The TAS accounted s■ngly for 8% of the perce■ved ability
variance but the impact of the TAS on the predictiOn was further r,duCed
because the TAS shared var■ance w■thl dompetit■v  tra■t anx■ety and vlsual
disembedding.  In rea■ity, the TAS exlplattnedl ■ess than 5% Of the unshared
,
var■ ance.                                                                   .
:                      ｀
Compar■son of the explailed perCe■Ved ability var■ances by both the
‐       1  写
TAS and TSAS revealed that the socCer―spec■fiC attentional measure
accounted for 23%:mOre Var■ance.  . n that ibasiis the'TsAs was the more
va■uable predictore      .         ヽし       ｀
‐    ■ ■   :
Perce■ved Success                                      f
ttittipte regreSsion of the predictor -variabies on idrceived success
revealed the following six"significarrg (p,...05) variables: BiT (TSAS),
' '" ,.i
competitive trai.t anxiety, BET (,TAS),'RED-(TAS), 0IT (TAS), and BIT (TAS).
These six variables predicted approximately 26/, of the variance in
-perceived success. This finding led to the acceptance of the second
hypothesis that was stated as follor*s: perceived soccer success can be
predicted from attentional style, visual- disembedding, and competitive
33
trait anxiety. Although a significant per-centage of variance was
accounted for, it is important to note that- 74% of perceived soccer
succ'ess was not explained by the predictor variables.
Multiple regression of TSAS, visual disembeddingr..and competitive
trait anxiety.on'perceived success revealed the following four significant
(p . .05) variables: BIT (TSAS), competitive trait anxiety, 0IT (TSAS)',
and oET (TSAS). TheSe four variables predicted dpproxima tely 2l/" of the
variance in perceived success. When the TAS was eliminated from the
regression equation, perceived success explained variance was reduc-ed by
5%. The TAS made a moderate contribution to the overall prediction.
, Multiple regression of TAS, visual disembedding, and competitive
"trait anxiety on perceived success revealed the following four significant
,:
(p.'.05) variables: RED (TAS), competitiv"e trdit anxiety, OET (TAS),
and NAR (TAS). These fotir varilbl'es prddi"t"d"approximately 2$/, of the
var■ance ■n p｀erce■ved success.  Subscquent elim■nation of the TSAS
_  、       1 _   _     =
resuited in a l% exjla■ned var■n,p redu9tiOn ■ntperCeIVed t ucc,ss.
TSAS made a m■n■m l contr■bitior t3rthe overali lredictioiざ。mpared
●                        '                 1      ・
.t
t 
' ii
Multiple regresSion of TSAS varidbles. on perceived success revealed,-
.. 
( ' .l
following foui significant (p",< .05) vaiiabies.:' OIT'(TSAS), NIT (fSAS),
(TSAS), and BrT (TSASI. these.fourl tariables predi-"cied appr.oximately.
.t
-. I ;
of the variance in *perceived succb'ss.. *
The
to the
TAS.
the
OW
22%
.. t! I ;
Muftiple regressibn of'TAS variiblei on perc'eived success revealed.
tlie following thr:ee significant (p . .05) variables: REb (TAS), NAB.(TAS),
and OET (TAS). These three variables pr'edicted approximately 22/" of thi
varrance rn perceived success.
Both the TAS and TSAS were equal contributors to the prediction oi
:. 1
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pごrce■ved successo  Taken s■ngly, each exp■a■ned 22% of the var■ ance.
Earlier regress■on quations revealed that the TAS was slightly more
sign.ficant to the perce■ved success prediction.
Canon■cal Corre■ation Analys■s
The overa■l measure of the multivar■ate relationship between the
outcome measures (perceived ability and success)and the predictor
variables (attention, competitive trdit anxiety, visua■ disembedding)
reached statittical sign■ficance, 堅t = .61, x2(30)= 42.31, 2 く ・05.  The
sign■ficant canon■l correlation expla■ned ipproxmate■y 42% of the
var■ance us■ng the ■ ― lambda approx■mation.  This resu■t further
supp6rted the acceptance of the first and second hypothes■s.  Exam■n tion
of the canon■l var■ates revea■d the fol■ow■ng re■■tionShip between the
outcome measures and predictor variables:
High・perce■ved ability‐■■「Moderate■y  itth under■nc■us■ve focus
(RED―=TAS), moderatё■y hュgh brOad internal fdcus (BIT――TSAs), moderately
low over16aded intprnal focus (OIT.―TSAS),_:enO■Oderately low under―
inclusive focus (RED=―電SAS).  Thi,,attent■Onal profile ChaFacterizёd high
perce■ved ability soccer athlёtOtt Ls be■ig…abreこ
 O analyZ争 lhe broad
spёctrum Of their t∬ouこhts and strゴぜざgiesi lithRut beCOmihg excessively
overlolded Or narrow。 .In non―sport s■tualionS, hO・PVer, high perce■ved
ヽ 、              1           ・
ability athletes tcndQd tO narrow att,nl'10■‐100「uCh' fa■ling o ■nclude
a■l of the task―relevant information。   ,      ・     ‐ メ
ぜ  Sulmaiダメ ド
)
‐Adjusted alpha reliabilitics fbr internal cOnsistency for the TAS
varied from a ■ow of 。48 (NAR)to a high of .74 (BIT).  The TsAS
reliabilities varied from a low of 。65 (NIT)to a high of 。84 (RED)。
Pearson product―m men  correlations revealed low relationships
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between TAS vat'iables and perceived ability and success. Moderate
relationships weie found between TSAS variables and perceived ability
and success. The r values were slightfy higher for perceived ability
than for perceived, siccess with both TAS and TSAS. Multip1e regression
of the predi.ctor tvariables on perceived ability revealed that the TAS
explained little variance. The three prime variables predicting soccer
ab.ility were as follows: BET'(TSAS), BrT (TSAS), and oIT (TSAS).
Multiple regression of the predictor variables on perceived success
revealed six prime'variables that predicted soccer success: 0IT (TAS),
BIT (TAS), nro (TAS), BET (TAS), BIT (TSAS), and competitive trait anxiety-
Canonical correlation analysis reveaLed the following psychological
profile of high soccer ability: moderately-high RED (TAS), moderately
_high lrt 1TSAS), moderatety low 0IT (TSAS), ind.moderately 1ow RED 
(TSAS).
?????
??
|
;
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Chapter 5      '                        .
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS
The reSults presented in chapter 4 Will be discussed in this chaptere
Topics'inc■ude the fo1lowing:  internal consistency of the TSAS and the
TAS; intercorrelations of attention, anx■ety, v■sual disembedding, and
perce■ved ability and success; prediction of perce■ved abil ty and
successi the attentional style of soccer athletes3 and summary.
Ihternal cOnsisterCy of the TSAS and TAS           :
Coefficient a■pha reliabilities for the attentiona■ sca■eS oi he
TSAS and the TAS are repOrted in Table ■.  crOnbachis (■951)alpha
reliability is a measure of.internal cons■stency, the degfee_ o which
each item rela,es tO a specifiC ,pale.  Those attentiona■ sca■es of the
TAS and TSAS with high alpha levこ■s cOithin items which vere ansiered in
a homogeneous mannero  Corrected re■iabiliti s ■h parentheses represented
re■iabilities adjusteo bェele ing'items correlating hegatively or below
l )ctさ
d、11lpha reiiabilities ranged irom。10'v■th the scale as a who■ee  Cσrre
。48‐(NAR)to 。74'(BIT):for the TAS, and 。65・(NIT,)to .84・(RED)for the
TSAS.
 ヽ        .
"AnitemanaIysisofwhichsituations;ifremovb.dfromaparticuIar
scale, would have some meaningful effebt c;ri,,the coefficient for the whole
.scale was. derived from coefficient alph.l andiysis.' 
.1t61 
thiS anal-ysis'",
! -t
.3ome interesting points may be drar+n with sp.ecial reference to the TAS
scales with low alpha coefficients. The rembval of item 20 and recoding
of item 27 (see Table I) from the BIT scale increased alpha from .43 to
.74. The'removal of items {, 6, I8r'25r'26, and 32 from the NAR scale
increased alpha from .04 to .48. The iemoval of items 27, 48, 49, 6!, and
?
?
，
?
?
，
?
??
?
??
．
74 fron the-RED scale increased alpha from .42 to .52. ThO effect of
removing these items from the TAS increased alpha to a leveI more -alike
that of the TSAS scales. The data suggest that the TSAS items, which
had a spbcific frame of reference (i.e., soccer), were clearer and
perhaps easier to interpret. As might be expected this contributed to
the higher alpha levels with'the TSAS. Ford (I98I), Massey (1981), and
Taylor (1979) all reported higher alpha levels for sport-specific
bttentional items'than for the TAS. A specific frame of reference may
make the item content less ambiguous and thus reduce the amount of error
variance in the respbnses
The corrected alpha coefficients were greater for'each attentional
scale of the TSAS than the corresponding TAS scale. Because the TAS
situations were conceptually broader than thobe of the TSAS, they may have
been open to greater interpi^etation U! inaividuals. The wide range of
life situations included in the TAS may also La.re led io response
inconsistency. Response' inconsistency on the TAS.-w6ul[,tend to support
the claim that attention is. noi.g-eneralizable 
,".ror*n. 
to r'eriain 
"orri"t"rt
across a broad' rangb of life situations- as'well.. ds specific:situations
(Tayfor, ]lg7(). ' .
trt
1
Nideffer t s (lg7} reliability anci validity testirig =of the TAS seems
i:
rdther miiimal, and might account for'the poor internal consistency of the
r;-
TAS in this study. The apparent instapi-lity of Several of the TAS scales
should be taken into account by future ini'estigators planning to use the
TAS with populations and in situations other than those tested by Nideffer.
fntercoi'relations of Attention, Anxiety, Visual Disembgd-ding,
and Perceived Ability and Success
There was only a moderate relationship between similar scales of the
38
TAS and TSAS.・  PearsOn r values for like scales ranged from a ■ow of 。23
・to a high of..37.  It Can be seen that two reasonably discrete, ttentional
testing instruments were used due to the lack of commonality between
sinilar sca■e  of the two testso  Nideffer (■976a)recOgnized the need for
assessment dev■ces to be as s■tu tion spec■fic as poss■b■e if psychO■ogical
var■ablёs are to be exam■ned in a particular setting.
Interscale correlat■ons of he TAS were cons■derably lower thご tthoSe
‐                 f
of・the TSAS. 
「
he,e high TSAS correlations (e.g。, OET a d OIT)indicate
the commona■ity between the two scales.  An ana■ys■s of the cOrre■ations
sdggests that the TAS has mOre separate and unique scales than the TSAS.
On that basiゞ, Nidefferis attentional .test is a better assessment of the
different attentiona■ styles.
s■ightly higher corre■ations were found between TSAS items and
perceived ability and success.  There ie■e no・s a■es of the TAS that were
even moderately re■ated to perce■v d ability and successo  There was not
one TAS item that correl』led aも high as the lofёst TSAS correlation with
perce■ved ibility ind suCCesb.ェ・Highest r values were found between TSAS
・and abi■ity (。34 t9 -051)O  It apJears that the TAS has little predictive
value for perce■ved aゃifily and success。,  Howevef♭ bb8ぎuse tie iA愚
SubSCales are morl・4isclёte ind even thougr・tぱlyleaCh~in lur, eXpla■n
■imited var■ance, tollectivel, thもiTAS may pei  valuaゃle predictor of  、
perce■ved abi■ity aio suCCesso  MoreoサOr, the issue Of,suppress■on and of・
multicollinearity (Farrar & Glauber, 1967)r am9ng TAS scales haiper, the
interbretatiOn.of the univariate relati6nshipS With perceived ability'and ・
success.  The TSAS appears to be a better predi,tiVe measure of perce■ved
ability and ξuccess but one must recal■tha the TsAS scales are not as
discrete as the TASo  Un■var■ately the TSAS scales expla■ned more var■ance
:39
than the TAS but collectively the TSAS may not be a better measure'under
the conditions of multicollinearity and suppression (Farrar & Glauber,
L967)..
The likelihood that SCAT will be a significant predi-ctor of perceived
ability (I = -.II) ahd success (I = -.24) is not 6iood when the'correlations
are examined. The correlations between SCAT ahd TAS are slightly higher
than betrveen SCAT and TSAS. 'It is rather surprising tle SCAT, a measure
of competitive (spo1t) trait anxietyr. correlated higher with thb general
attentional test than the soccer-specific attentional scal6. However, the
slight difference does not seem to warrant any explanation. Attentional
variables. that correlated the highest (" = . 37 to .43) with SCAT were as
follows: OET, OIT, RED (TAS); and 0IT (TSAS). 0n the surface SCAT
a[lpears to be" a iloor predictor of perceived ao*il.ity and success, and when
.SCAT is loaded into the regression equation it will }ike1y be even less of
a predictor due to its shared vari-ance ruitt 
"""tain attentional variables.-a
The above explanatiori holds only.if.the above menticined attentional
-{
scales 
.are sigriificaht predictors' of. perceived ability and.success.
Visua] disembed?ling revealed even lower;correlatiohs with perceived
!
ability (r = -.03) and success (p = -.14) than.iia SCRI. .BET and RED (TAS)
-t 
.l ' 
,
showed'moderate to l*ow co'rrelations (r = .25 
".d.,.-.J$, respectively) with
GffiT. As with SCAT, GEFT appearslto-be.a poor predictor*of perceived
"ability and. success. In subsequent analyses, the irifluence of GEFT will
Iikely, furth-er lose its predictivd value if BET and RED (tAS) are
1-
significant predictors of perceived-ability arid. success.
Prediction of Perceived Abilitv and Success
PerCeiVed Ability
Mu■tiple regress.。n Ofthe significant predictor variables on
40‐
perce■ved ability accounted .for 36% Of the‐var■ance.  A siLiificant   .
percentage 9f variance (64%).Was nOt exPlained by.the predictor variables.
A■though the predictor variables provided support for the first hypothesis,
by exp■a■n ng a sign■ficant amount of perce■ved abi■ity var■ance, it is
well knOwn that other‐v riabl s (e.g。, motivation), ignOrёd in  thё・current
コ,tudy, are alsO related to athletic ability and skill.  In other words,
thdre was aバsignificant percehtage of variance acCounted for when one
eOnsiders the other unmeasured components which could contribute to the
tOtal perceived abi■ty v r ance.
The sign■ficant predictor varュableS Of perce■ved soccer ability were
as follows:  OIT (TSAs), RED (TSAS), BIT (TSAS), and RED (TSAS).  Atllllёtes
who are overloaded internally do not poSsess the attざhtiona■ bilities to
successfully meet the task dbmands Of ≪99Cer becausё′effective performance
l
duCing the course of a game is predicted On remaining external (both brOad
iand narrow)in orderito sёlect and act upon.the prbper environmental cues.
Sim■■arly, ath■e es w■th reducedrlltOntiOn make m■s akes because they
narrow attention excessively and fail to include all the task―relevant
,                '                    ■
infOrmatiOn.  It would seem that in theigame.。f sb,cOrl『・a si lle Cue Or  、 ヽ       ●                ぃ
action would n9t yield enough information to ailow onettO make correct
dec■s■ons.  Athletes whose focus ■s broadi and internal effectively
■ntegrate ■deas and informatioi frOm several differentlareas, and plan a .
variety of strategies fort whatёver cOntingency arises.
Soccer players of high perce■ved ability wOuld be expected to ma■n―
ta■n a brOad fOcus Of attention because of the task demands of the sport.
Althletes whO haサe tunnel visiOn would not possess the attentional abilities
to successfu■ly meet the task demands.of soccer, because valuable.cueS
essentiar t。,performance would be ignored.  Pearson r values between the
・        、 41
TSAS sca■ёS broad external and broad interna■ and perce■ved ability showed
moderate■y high re■ationships (二 = .47 and .46, respectively).  These
moderate■y high correlations make the broad focus appear on the surface
to be an ■mlortant var■ab■e ■n the prediction of perce■ved abi■ity.  It
was anticipated that the broad focus of attention wou■d be r■tical for
athletes ■n. n open, rapid―paced gane such as soccer.  Soccer ■s a game
.of deciSions requiring the selection of the most appropriate motor p■aゴ
frOm a nlllnber of poss■ble planse  Soccer athletes after｀contro■ing_the
ball must look up and4scan the field fOr open teammates to pass too  This
would require thё,athlete to shift attentional focus.  For examp■e, a
broad externa■ focus of attention wou■d be eeded for a p■ayer with the
ba■l to scan the fie■d.of p■ay for an open teammate to pass to.  After
scanning the fie■d, the athlete wOildrneed to、shift attention to broad
■nterna■ to dec■de when and how_t6 pass thё、bal■.  ヽ 、
The TSAS a■one exp■ttinbd jl% Of the perCe■ved abi ity variance, only
5% 16S, than the Var■anc ,xplained by all the prЪdict6「 variableζ夕      、
comb■nedo  The TSAS scales that significhntly predicteu soceer athletesl
percieived・abi■ity were LErr, bIT, lnd NttT。.l at is OfigrelC Sien.fiCance
here is that h■1 0f these variables ttre effectiVe attentiona■ scal s、i五 ｀
.     1                       ・
Nidefferis conceplializetiof・: ｀  ・
=      営  1     
‐1  :
・ The brOad external focus is 五もcessary・t 'effective■y, ntegrate many
environmenta■ stimuli・at ohe tiie.  By being broad and.external soccer
:                   i.    ｀  ご                 ・
players can read cues fron the field of p■ざy as well as ma■ntain eye
contact on the player with the ball.. Because soccer is an unpredictable
series Of evOnts, with cues arising al■ around the participant, it would
seem a nectssity to be a■most spont nedusly aware of this information。
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brOad and internal refers to an attentional style whiCh assesses the
dこLree to which an athlete can anticipate what w■1■ occur next on the
field of‐p■ay.  Athletes enhance the■r performance by pre■s lecting 9ues
that may occur ■n the sport env■onment.
The narrow ■nternal focus refers to the abi■ity to narrowヽttention
tO CO,Centrate effectively.  Athletes are able to effectively develop・or
maintain a fdcus on individua■thdughts or strategips that would be
appropr■ate for the spec■fic・・task demands of soccer.                  _
The「AS・singly accounted for only 8% Of the perceived ability
var■ance.  A compar■s n of the expla■ned erce■ved ability var■ances of‐
both.the TAS and TSAS revea■ed that the soccer―specific a,tentiOna■
measure accounted for 23% more var■ance。 On that bas■s the TSAS was´the
more valuable predictor, which Supports the cla■m for situation―specific
asSessment deviceso  Fisher」(1977)、■ndiM』与tetts (197ブ)bOth have・argued
that sport assessment deviees shOuld be as situation―pecific as possible。
The re■atiVe inёffettiveness of the´TAS can be expl■ ined by its lack of‐
specific soccer sitiatiOns. .other'evidenとё that ξupports th S Speclficity
妥
conclus■on was found wheh thё TsAS was e■iminated from the・overa■l
prediction of perce■ved abi■ity. 千Expla■ned var■nce was reduced by 23%.
Thiese results show that the tOccもrt specific measule,added appreciably to
the prediction. i ■.,.準
Similar results were 'shown when SCAT and GEFT were.. combined in turn
with TSAS and TAS to predict perce"ivea aLifity. ,'TSAS, SCAT, and GEFT
were better. predictors o,f soccer ibility than fAS, SCAT, and GEFT. The
SCAT and GEFT, however, bontributed little to the explanation of variance.
This may be due to the ineffectiveness of the SCAT and GEFT to capture the
speiificity of iierceived soccer ability, or due to their shared variance
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with significant predictor variables.
Perceived Success
‖uIぜip■C regre,sion of the significant predictor variables on
perCOiVed success accounted for 26% Of the var.ance.  As was discussed
w■th perce■ved abi■ity, this ■s a sign■ficant percentage of var■anc
considering that other variables (eog。, motiv tion), i nored in the
current study, are also relaルed tO athletic success.  BIT (TSAS), SCAT,
BET (TAS), RЁD (TAS), OIT (TAS), and BIT (TAS)were the variables that
accounted for the'perce■ved success var■ance.
Broad and internal focus refers to an effective attentional sty■Q
(Nideffer, 1976b)in which the focus is‐on internal stimuli (eog。,
strategies, performance options).  By being broad and interna■, the
athlete is ab■e to anticipate what・might occur.next on the field of play
and be ready tO deal with that situatione
Competitive tra■t anx■ety was not a sign■ficant iredictor of
perce■ved soccer ab■lity i■cOmbュnatiCin w■th attentidnalュvar■ab es.
However, when all prOdiCtOr var■ables werざ regTesse&_ n pしゴce.ved success
the SCAT made a」sign■ficant.contr■bution to,the overal■ prediction.  The
cOrrelatiOn between SCAT and peいceiヤeo suCCess (il・ = ―。24)exceeded that
, '       1
between SCAT and pqrceived ability.(二 = -Oll)・=`In a univariate sense, SCAT
expla■ned more perce■ved isuCCess varianCer_  dditiOnally3 the correlations
bёtween ScAT and the other predictor var■ables were of such magn■tude
(eog。, 二 = ―。13 With BIT・(TSAS)and ―。■7 With BET (TSAS))that SCAT
captured some unexpla■ned var■ance.  Th3 perception Of threat prOduces
anxiety which tends to narrow athletes' attention excessively (Kahneman,
1973; Landers, 1980).  This narrowed attentional style is not appropriate
for soccer players as they must interact with numerOus cues (e.g。, other
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teammates, opponents, ball movement).
i
Being .broad' and external involVes perceiving, selecting, and
processing.relevant environmental cues. By. being broad and external,
athf.etes'enhance the probability that they will recognize early cues and
consequently have a longer time in which to make performance decisions.
The underinclusive (RED) focus is an ineffective attentional style
in which attention is reduced and directed 
_toward internal or external
cues (Nidefferr. I976b). Athletes with.reduced focus, or twucel vision,
narrorf their attention by selectively attending to i'sotated cues- and this
prevents them from capturing the entire environment.
'Overloaded and internal is an ineffective type of attention in
re stimuli (Nideffer,the focuS is'directed towaid a range of cogniti\
Internally overloaded athletes'think of too many thingil at once ani
'i
confused by multiple thciught patterns*., For ,example, a soccer playei
which
■976b).
are
may
be worryiig about defending an opponent, offenS■Ve,pos■tlon■g, a d
scor■ng the w■nn■rig goa■, all s■multaneouslyO  SOC,er ,thletes who pay
a～tentiOn to ■rrelevant  ues prёcibp6Se themsざiv s to sOccer fa■ lure.
It was not isurpr■s■ng that BET, RED, OIT,tand BIT were found to
contr■bute to the predictiOn of・illrce■Ved success becauseithey were also
・        1           1    :
■nfluentia■ n the prediction of.perce■vedイ書Oi■ity・  Whdt is of interest
■S t,at near■y all pr,diごtOr scalesヽbel。,ごto the.genera■ attentional
sty■e test (TAS), with the ettception of BET (TSAS)aid SCAT.  This
ev■dence was n9t cOngruent w■tli thc prediction Of Ferce.ved ability
resu■tse  Sign■ficant‐expla■ned var■nce ■n lerce.ved'success, due largely
to TAS, supports the claim of Nideffer (1976a)that the TAS has some     ・
prediOtive Va■idity for、attentional behavior in ,peCific environments。
One poss■ble explanation for the ■neffectiveness of the TSAS in
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predicting soccer ■s that soccer ■s a team sport and, thus, soccer players
must interact w■th other ath■etese  The playing effectiveness and the
success of indiv■dual ath■e es partially controlled by the p■ayers
around them.  Perhaps the testing instrulnent does not capぜure the
subtleties of success ■n a team context.  If perce■ved socc  success has
a more general fOcus than perceived soccer ability, then‐this' fa t might
■ead to reduced predictive capabilities of the soccer―spec■fic attentiona■
test.
パ■thOilgh it was specu■aぜed that the TSAS would be a better predictdr
of perce■ved soccer success, this did｀not ho■d true ■n thiS studyo  The
TAS and TSAS made an equal contribution (22%)to the Overall prediction
of perceived success when they were regres,ed a10nee  When combineO With
other predictor var■ables, tlie TASr.was a ,lightly better predictor of
perce■ved success.  This i ecame ev■dent・wh n the TAS and  SAS, in turn,
were eliminated fron the regression equation.  The perceived success
explained variance Wast r?dりCed bェ 5%lWhen the TAS was eli砧inated from the
t                       卜 1,I     _           ・ 2.
regiess■on equation, and l% Чhごni thご'TsAS was elim■nated。,  Both tests
,prov■ded ёmpir■cal bv■denOe ■n support ofiざtentional st'le as an
■mportant factor inしperce.ved soccer success.                ・
バtlentiOnal Style of Soccer Ath■etes
●メ     ・
Canon■cal correlation revealed that high perceiyed ability was
I
predicted by moderately high RED・(TAS), modetately'high‐
キBIT (TSAS),
moaerately low OIT (TSAS), and hdderately low RED (TSAS)。 Th se fOur
var■ables expla■ned applox■mately 42% of the var■ance.  There were no
trends f6r successful soccer athletes to be found in this study.
RED (TAS)is an ineffective attentional style in which the focus is
excessively reduced.  High RED indicates that athletes make mistakes
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because they narrow attention too much, failing to include al■of the
task re■ёvarit information.  Soccer ath■etes iri genera■ ■if  situations,
as meaSured by the TAS, were shoWn to have tunnel vision, but interest―
■nteresting■y｀enough this was not the case when the ath■tes were ■n
soccer―specif■c s■tuationso  Canonical correlation revealed that high
perce■ved ability soccer athletes did not reduce the■r attention too much  ・
■n the soccer env■ronmento  As long as ithletes are not reduc■ng
attention excessive■y in th  sport environment, then the importantヽ
attentional task demands・may be better met.  This po■n s out that caption   ・
must be exercised if sport predictions are attempted with genera■
■nventor■es.
The broad and internal focus refers to an effective attentiona■
sty■e ■n which the focus ■s on ■ ゼbr・ria■ stimu■io  By be■ng broad and
interna■,.the ごth■ete is able tq,ntiCipate what Wi1l occur next on the
field of p■ay.  Anticipation ■s actually the ■nterna■  ogn■tive and
affective processing of the situation (e.g., reca■■ing p pt perfOrmanc s,
StrengthS, and weaknesPes.ofi°ppOneitS)・  The‐aもility tO synthesize
experience and e五十ir°nmenta■ cues in ordOr tO plal ahdad would seem to be
a requisite of proficient soccer abi■ity.  A,broad internalもfocus speaks
to an interna■ readinesPo  Therefqre, athletesIふay nh lice their
performance by pre―selёCtinL some Cues that are r■iКely to appear.  For
example, a、defender who rece■ves the balltin the penaltyrarea knows ■t
must be cleared out of thb、efens■ve area on´the first touch.
Overloaded internal is an ■neffective type oF attention ■n which the
focus ■ directed 」oward a range of cogn■tive stimuli.  Canon■ca■
correlation revea■ed thゴt high soccer abi■ity wa, prediCted by ■ow OIT.
Athlёtes who are ■nternally overloaded have an ■n ppropr■ate atte t■onal
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focus.as.with the reduced attentional focus but fbr different reasons.
'Internally overloaded athletes think of too many things at once and are
conf.u.bed bj' mirltiple thought patterns. Similarly, soccer performance
may deteriorate i'f an athlete attempts to think about too many things at
the same time.
In.examining the task demands.of soccer it appears evident that a
broad focus on the environmental cues is important to performance. The
BE't scdle, however, did not appear as, an effective predictor variable of
perceived soccer ability. lerhaps what appears so evident is not
supportable by data and some rethinking about the task demands of soccer
is in order. It is possible that during a soccer match there is not time
to 1ook, process aII the information, and then make a decision.
.Beckenbauer.(1978) stat'ed that fo"ccer players slow in making deci-sions
cannot succeed. "This may be true' in part, but what mqst be examined is. 
.
that there is not an ablndance of time to 1ook, decider'and react.
Perhaps what is moie important isthat athletes k"9.y what they have to do
i
and proceed with a plan of {attack tb.maximijzertheirlstrengths. ft is
relative■y easy tO read cues but ,9t ёVeryone heS he.i,t?rlalizati°n
follow the selected cues w■th appropriat, dctiOns.  It appears that it
this internal qua■ltyra。も,ζsed bi the BITl:calξ.that^is・_impo■tant tO
soccer.                          、   r      ょ
‐      ｀'
Evidenc6 from the TSAS interscale correlations trioints out that the
predictive value of BET maf have been negated by other variables ,uirose
correlations with BET were moderately high. BfT, 0IT, and RED aII'
correlated significantly with BET. Because of its shared variance with
certain other attentional variables, BET was Iess likely to discriminate
perceived soccer ability.
to
■S
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,                          Summ聖
Cronbachos・(■951)a■pha reliabi■ity retea■ed that alpha coefficients
were greater for each attentional sca■e of the TSAS than the corresponding
TAS sca■ee  Therefore, the TSAS was more ■nternally cons■stent than the
TAS.
Only mOderate re■ationships (二= 。23 t0 037)Were found between simi■ar
scales of the TAS and TSAS.  This substantiated that the two attentional
t,StS Were・re SOnably discrOte.
Slightly higher corre■ations were found between the TSAS and perce■ved
'abi■ty and success than between the TAS and perce■v d ability nd success.
The TAS did not have one scale that was even modёr t ly related to
perce■ved ability and success althPugh indiV■dua■ly the TAS sca■es were
.more discrete.than the like scales of the TSASI  SCAT and CEFT both
revealed low correlations with peFeeived abi■ity and suёCeSS, and both
lost some Of the■r fredictive value due tO the■r‐shared var■ance w■th
●       =
certa■n attentiona■ var■ables。 、   ョ     .
I             ,マ:
 ヽ    Over■oaded internal, broad internal, and‐under■nclis■ve sc ■e of the
soccer attentional style test and thd rideFinc■ЧPiVe sCalei°f the genera■
attentional style test were the sign・fiCant var■ab■es that accounted for
36% of the perce■ved abiity ¥ariancq・  Bい。ad externa■・, Sroad internal,
and narrow scales of the TSAS alone accounted for 3■% Of th perce■ved
F
ability var■ance.  BET, BIi, andやNITa¨re ll■、effective scales of the TSAS,
・and tend tO address the、 expected attentional‐demands of soccere ・High.
perceived abi■ity soccer athletes tended to iDrocesS ettternal cues,
rehearse and ready internal strategies, and were able to narrow attentioh
when necessary.  The soccer―spec■fic_measure was the better prediёtor of
perce■ved soccer ability.
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The broad internal scale of the TSAS, SCAT, lnd BET, RED, OIT, and
BIT scales of the TAS were the sigrificant predictor variables (12 = 26%)
of perce■ved soccer success.  High perce■ved success soccer athlctes
tended to rehearse and ready interna■ stratOgies (in both sport and non―・
sport situations)without.becoming ovefloadedo  Additional■y, they
handled the stress of competitiヤe s｀port s■tuations w■th6ut excess■vely
narrow■ng the■r attention generally。
The TAS was a s■ightly better predictor when combined w■th other
predictor var■ables.  Although both the TAS and TSAS were ■mportant
factors ■n the prediction of perce■ved soccer success, the sign■ficance
of the TAS supports Nideffer's (1976a)clain that the TAS has some
prOdiCtiVe validity fOr attentional behavior in specific environments。
Canon■ca■ correlation revealed that hiЁh p9rce■V d bility soccer
ath■etes were character■z9d by a highiunder■incl s■ve focus n general
s■tuations but just ttte reverse in soccer s■tuations.  TぃiS attentional
sty■e was accomp■n■ed by anhigh broad interna■ focusr i,ぃout the tendency
to be over■adedo  Soccer athletesineed to kttoi tthati they・have to doヽ.  In
other words, the多・mus  internaliteをa plan O■attack and´try to max■m■ze
,        1
the■r strengths w■hiDut.■nternaliz■ng too many thingS at once dur■ ng the
.     :     ・      '
contest.  It dOes notl seem PO,Sible for a playёf during ia cbntest to take
tipe to look, process all the ■nf6rmati9n, and・■hen make.  dec■s■on.
Ins・tead athletes enhance the■r perfbrT'hCe by pre―s lecting cues that
や  ・    『
like■y will appearo  TheSё findings hpptar tO suppoFt the specificity
hypothes■s that general attenぜゴon cannOt expla■n equ lly well var■ance ■n
both general and sport env■ronments.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUS10NS, AND RECOMMENDAT10NS
Summa■                         ・
This study investigated the relationship between perceived.ability
and success and the four predictor var■ables・of general attention, soccer―
1´も
pecュfic attent■on, v■sual disembedding, and competitive tra■t anx■ety. ´
College and professional Soccer players (N = 62)completed the fo1lowing
five tests:  test of soccer attentional style (TSAS), Test of Attentional
Sty■e (TAS), Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT), Sport cOmpetition Anxiety
Test (SCAT), and pδrso al assessment questionnaire (PAQ).
Interna■ cons■tency of the TAS and TSAS was ca■culated us■ng          t
crOnЪachis coefficient alpha analysis。 ・The_TSAS bxhibited higher interna■
cons■tency.          「 _                       .
TO qlantify the ■nterrelationship, among thb 17 var■ables, Pearson
product=ボoment correlation waF, sed et  hile moderate relatiOnships between
S■IIl■lar Scales of the ThS and TsAS revea■ed that the two atteltional tests
' were reasonably diStrete and measurediごiss・m■lar con3tructs.
Lower TAS interscale cOrrelatiOns revea■ed the TAS scal s to be more
separate and unique than those of,the.TSAo.  In‐eSSence,‐the TAS scales        ..
appear tO better capture_the dimen,ionalit' Of Nidefferls (1976a)
attenti6na■ mode■.  The TSAS scalざs were 9brrellted slightly higher w■th
perce■ved abi■ity and success than the TAS scaleso  Both SCAT and GEFT
showed low correlations w■th perce■ved ability and successe
The stepw■se procedure of multiple regress■on was used to assess the
relationship between'the predictor var■ables an  a s■ngle cr■teron
?。
?
?
ノ`;]L
ineasure (perceived abi■ity and perceived succeSs, in turn)。  P rceived
soccer ability was predicted by OIT (TSAS), RED (TAS), BIT (TSAs), and
RED(｀TSAS)when al■ oiedictor variab■es were regressed.  There wis only a｀
5% ■OSS of exp」ユ■ned var■ance when the TSAS was regressed alone w■th
perce■ved ability.  The sign■ficant predictor var■ables were BET, BIT,
and NITo  High perce■ved ability soccer athletes tended to process
external edbs, rehearse and ready interna■ strategies, and a■so were ble
tiO narrow attention under certa■n co itions.  The TSAS data, in
CO■par■son w■th TAS, supports the cla■m for sport―spec■fic assessment
dev■ces。
BIT (TSAS), SCAT, BET (TAS), RED (TAS), OIT｀(TAS), and BIT (TAS)
accounted for 26% Of the perce■ved success var■ance.  High perOe■ved
success Soccer athletes tended to relearSe and rbady ■nternal strateg■s
(in both spOrt and n,AspOrt situations)without rbecoIIl■ng Overloaded.
Additionally, they handled` he｀stress“of competitiVe spOrt Situations
without excessively narrowing thelr attentェ8n generallyO`J
,   When regre,sёd"a■One, bOth the TAS iand TSAtt mao9 an Pdual contriibЧ=
tion (R2 = 22%)i to theioverall predictlon Of perceived slccesse  When
combined with ottttr predictor variab■es, the TAS waS a slightly better
predictor of perceivpa、βЧこdess.  This evidence supporゼs Nidefferis (1976a)
claim that the TAS‐hus some prei11,tiVe,VilJe in specific sport situations_
From canonica■ COrrelati6n lanalysis, high‐perceived soccer ability
athletes were characterized bブmoderately high RЁD (TAS), ■oderately low
RED (TSAS), moderately high BIT (TSAS), and mOderate■y ■ow OiT (TSAS)。
These four varlables explained 42% of the variance.  This is a s■gnifi cattt
percentage Of explained variance when one cOnsiders the other, unmeasuredi=
components which could contribute to the total perceived ability vaFienёさ。
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High RED (fAS) is a geneial measure of attention and, thus, does not
capture the attention,needed in the soccer environment. High ability
soCcer athleteb tended to,narrow attention effectively and preselect
cues that were likely to,appear, although they did not internalize too
much that they became overloaded. Soccer athletes do not have time'to
Iook, 'process a}l the informationr. and then make a decision. What
appears more important is that athletes know what they have to do and
' internalize a plan of attack to maximize their strengths in particular
situations.
Conclusions
The results of this study yielded the following conclusions regarding
'the,relationship betw'een perceived ability and success and the four
.predictor' variables- of general attention, soccer-specific ati,ention,
visual disembedding, in'd comp6titive triit anxiety:
I. BET, BIA, and NfT of the TSAS were significant variables as
t
predicted by the task demands. o.f soccer. 
. 
Socc'er athlet"es have to process
external cue3 (although less than was anticipated), reheh,rse and ready
l
i
int'ernal strategiesr 
-and &l,so rrElrfow attention trnder certain conditions.
2.Theuti1ityoftheTAS"l.predictor:variab1e.oiperceived
i' -l , ' I '
soccer abitity and 'succesS is not signific'ant enough 'to'wd:rrant its use
.1,.
a,
in future studies of attention in sport-spscific environments.
3. 'The TSAS exhibited hifrer internai-consistency than the TAS
:
which indicates that the'TAS'should" be examined carefully'bbfore being.
used again. l
{. The perceived success items'seem rather generaf and may be the
reason that it related more to the TAS. The PAQ is questionable iir 
.itself,
due to the general and vague items that lack a specific soccer reference
ath■etes could relate to.
Recommendations
The fo1low■ng recorFlmendations for further study were made afモer the
CO■pletion of this ■nvcsCigation:
1.  A large scale study should be conducted with soccer athletes.
whose・abi■ity and success differs w■dely, in order to assess the.         、
differentiating capacity Of the TSAS。
~｀ 2.  A large scale factor analysis of the TSAS sca■es should bё
conducted to assess the discreteness of the TSAS scales and the elim■nation
of overlapping. est ■tems
30  The ■ssue of suppress■on and multicollinear■ty in attentional‐
s｀ca■es should be cons■d red pr■or to future analys■s of multiple predictOr
var■ablёs.                                    ・
、//  4.  Based upol thiギ
′resu■ts・of thё・Current study and those reported in
the ■iterature, cons■deration should be given to the elim■nation of thel
TAS when measur■ng ,ttent19nヽ.n Spprt.  Th, TAS. en,S n?t t° exploin as
mu6h meaningflili varェande as `9e, the spOrt_specific meaSIre.
、       。 An objettiヤe m゛easure of abillty and success shoull be developed・
to ■ncrease the validity of the Cr.ter■on mOasures.
6.  A SocceTTspQC■fiC,anxiety test shou■d beハconstructed because the
SCAT is a general'ιぎ6rtF nxiety teζti and it is ■ot generalizable acrosS
spec■fic sport env■ronm,nts・  ==              も
7。  Tests of attentiona■ stylё sh ula beJdeve■oped ror other sports
using appropriate situations to represent the seven attentional scales
used by the TSAS in this study.  _
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Appendix A
.                  TEST OF SOCCER ATTENT10NAL STYLE
・           ・    ・     INSTRUCT10NS
USE NO。 2 PENCIL.  DO NOT WRITE ON THE TEST B00KLET
Read each item carefu■ly and then answer according to the frequency w■th
which it deScribes you orr your spOrt behavior.  For example, itOm ■ iS
“I am in a tight situation with the ball and notice another p■ayer‐out of
thご cOrner Of my eye.  I asSume he is on my side and pass, only to see
that l have given the ball to an opponent.:!                               |
A = NEVER                                               =
B = RARELY
C = SOMETIMES
D = FREQUENTLY      、    `                   ‐           ・
E = ALWAYS           _         _    「
If ybur answer to  he first itOm ■s SOMETIMES; you_lWOuld darken C on the
answer card for,item numbёi tl. ‐The same“k y is us,d fOr bvery item, thus
‐   (             ヽ               .
each time y6uヽmalk an■ you are indicating NEVER, etc。1    .
1。  Please be sure to mark your name in the space providごd aゝt the、top of
thea｀nswer sheet■ l       、       F     : : げ ・         ・
2。  Fil■ in your school:‐ iame in th, spaqe fO1lowinご¬iCour,e::: at the
tOp ol the answer sheet.            ・  :     ・ヽ     ´
‐         1           .
‐            .`                       、 ｀
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Appendix A (continued)
U
,.,/ t. f am in a tight situation with the baII and notice another playei out
of the 
"o.nei of my eye. I assume he is on my side and pass, only to
, see that I have given the ball to an opponent.
2. The coach has instructed me to do something I disapprove of. My
perfoi^mance suffers, whi-Ie I think about the instructions and my own
feelings.
f
3. f talk or. think to myself as I plan my next move. For example,rl:-. if I pass to him, he can pass back to me there . .rr
4. f have just been badly fouled. Now I see the responsible opponent
. with the ball and I tackle him hard, giving away an unnecessafy free
kick
5。  I have 」ust made an important mistake.  My teammates assure me that it     ｀
was not comp■etely my fault, but l continue to think about the error
and make more m■stakes.
6。  Faced w■th only the goalkeeper to beat l have to dec■de to chip or
place the ball to the side past him.  I fail to decide positively レ _
enough and shoot weakly at the goalkeeper.
7.  I tend to give the ba■■ away.■n a copplex s■tuation, or do something
・         hurr■edly or ■nstinctively, rathёr than stopping to think。  ・
8。  I am′■nstinctively aware of my position on the^field, relative to
・        Other players,ζthe fleld markings and gOalst
9・  When l an tired l tend to‐makeia lot f mistakes and lose concentration
n the game.・・     .   :     .                     1  1 _   r             ・
・°:・ I::e :lif::暑.:サSin ::‖:eilll:lig :1°:1li:19 :lal:i:ki:早in[rll lli m:.      ・)
,  ・11。Fi‐i have been sltぜing on the subst■tute's bench for most10f the game
'        and have develollied strong feelinごs again  the,c。■cho  When finally 
´
called upon.ini tle last 5 miriutes・I a ttunable tO tOncentrate on the
game.                ´   ・ ら    1
‐        i
F'
.   12.  I make more m■states ■n a,crOwded penalty area than ■n other reasi, f   (
the field where there are fewer players at any one time。
13.  I See two uncOvered teammatesダ One requiring a short pass, the other
 ｀     needing a longer pass.  I give the ball away w■th ne■ther a long nor
short pass, unable tO decide.which to pass to.
.′/ 140  1 am surrounded by opponents, bit still tend to find a free teammate       t
to pass to.
150  There are moments when l am nOt aware of where my teammates are during   ,
a game.
|
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Appendix A (continued)
16. While the coach shouts to me during a game my performance declines as
I try to listen to the instructions.
-r.17. I notice a teammate in a good position and continue to try to pass totiim, ignoring another player in a better position. i{., I s:
18. f have just been strongly warned by an official. I play.Iess
competitively as the thoughts of being sent off the field continually
distract me.
19. I would rather play in a one-on-one situation than when more players
are involved and I have to be aware of many more possibilities.
20. f am in a defensive waII in front of goal. When a shot at goal comes.
I instiirctively tense up to protect myself, perhaps leaving a gap ih
the wall
2L. I seb two teammates both unmarked and unable to make a decision which
to pass to, I pass to a point placed between. both of them.
-22.- Wheir f am actually playing, I am almost totally unaware of the
.spectatbrs. 
r * :
23.. f remember previous errors and quickly mali'e appropriate adjus'tments,
in terms,of my positioh on'the field for example.
24. rn important games 
"*""r"ilr" .pr'bssurb to db viell'causes me to make
. 
mistakes, part'icu1arly at the beginning.
25. The playing area'is ferj, firuaay d,r it.is very.'cold and raining fraia.
. 
My mind is ori the hot showers after the. game.
26. f can observb a situation and think ahead. * t
,:
27.''An opponent is aboui toidribble past me. i Temember which side he
,sr.I1y takes the ball and I am ible to anticipate..his move and
tackle the opponent when he'tr:ies to dribble in,that direction.
i
28. I remember social or personal problems during a'gamej.
f+'29. My friends are wafching and f set out to impress them with a long
dribble l
r am faced r+ith.an advancing goalkeeper in a one-on-one situation. r ' 
.--,decide whether to shoot or dribble past the goalkeeper and,concentrate ru i i/0・
closely on my plan.
3I. During a game my mind seems rrblankrr'and many.of my actions l-ack
purpose
32.- I can quickly recognize otherrs mistakes and make.up for them.
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33. I get lost in the game so intensely ihat I am not aware of the 'coachdr captain shouting instructions while I play.
34J f can anticipate certain moves and often make interceptions. rf,,r
35. I am.supposed to cover an opponent. The referee fuakes a call and I
dispute the caII. I fail to see my. own man making a run toward the
goal.
. 36. f have just scored or done'something exceptional. I sit back on myperformance, with the feeling that f have earned py place on' the.team
for the rest of the match and the next galne.
A t｀eammate has just Strongly complained to me after l failed to pass
to hin ■n a good pos■tion.  I receive the ba■■ aga■n and make an extra
effort to pass to him but this tine he ■s tigh ly covered and l give
the ball away unnecesser・■y・
I have been fouled but the referee waves the play on.  I immediately
run after the offic■al and ontinue to compla■n, forgetting the game.
I make an impOrtant mistake, but quickly remove distracting negative
feelings.                                  ・
I get very frustrated tthen a teammate ■s perform■g poorly。
I 10se possession of the ball whe‐n l could hav  passed to several
teammates al■ cal■ing for the ball and in good positions.(〉●r:     ヽ
My performanceideteri9rateS COnsiderably Pn a・bumPy:liel,・      、   `
i[lili::q::::Ieil:I・ °1'Pit° lPnCenira:e a,'inst・lesP,ISklllel und more
While p■ayinig,  am COnstantly a,alyzing the game.            ´     :
When l am peifOrming 1 1'coacぃ'l mypelf ment,i■y with.instructions.
::iII:liせ
:1lli:i;::I::ililli:ie lalp」li lir liI:iti:iltiliy lgIInute
l. つ〕 キ       ,
,                 ・ r
lti:s::]mlil:SI l::lil:al':I IRil:ulle■ヽ
Vごpass?d tO the, I relly
48。  I can usually stay l:upl: and c,nfident even throughone of my poorei'
performances.
49t If my performance has begun qoorly, I
and concentrate on the game.
37。
38。
39.
40・
/41.
?
?
??
440
45・
46/
47。
am able to forget about that
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50・  I am faced with an advancing goalkeeper夕in a o e―=one situation.  I
dec■de to chip the ba1l over the goalkeeper, but he advances too
qu■ckly and l fa■■ to change iny plan and chip hope■ess■y into t e
goalkeeper's arms.              ,                                   ・
51.  I WOuld dёscr■be myse■f as a constructive player, recogn■ziηg ObSCure
openings and making ]:intelligent': use of the ball。   ・     ~
52。  It is equally easy for me to concentrate when,playing e■ther a  home
or away。                                                         ,
531  When playing away frOm home l may be distracted by the new surroundings
particularly j●st before the game and early in the match.            ´
54・  I make an ■mportant m■s ake, but am not affected by ,he errOr as I
continue to be involved in the game.
プ55・  I am easily beatcn in two―on―ond situations because l canit take in
all the ■nformation and tend tO rush in w■thout stopp g tO think。メ ′
56P  In ■mportant games excess■ve pttessure to do well may ■ead m  to do
things hastily w■thout s10w■ng down to think.
57。  Time ■s rapidly runn■ng out for my team to tie the game.  I begin to
do desperate things, suじH｀as sliooting from too far out or trying to
dr■bble through t,e whole Oppos■五g ,eam。      ・                     ‐
58。  I am aware of howヽmoves are developing around me.             ,
59。  I am WOrr■ed about plaシing ga■nst a supeFiOr team qr aga■nst a much
better playere‐ .  .   _     ,1  ・
…   … …  oplottёnt shふits or iaves hi.arms60。  : am ■n the ect of.Sh00ting whdn an
in an attempt to put me Off.  I ah distracted by this.
.                         : 
・      1           1                    ・
6■.  I tend to loξe=9oncentration just before ha■f―time.   =
62。  I seem to be t6ns,ant■y aware of where the boundaries:of the field and
g9alS are wユthouf´ lWay。 こ与ecklng first.    
イ
  ド       :              ｀
630  1 am constantlレ aWare of wh`re the Oppositio,、・a■e during a.game.
640  When l make a m■sta qぅ i hOve trOuble forgetti,g it and concentrating
on my ongo■ng perfOrmance.  1   ‐       f
65・
  :c:lil:°1:slli:I:°
tl lindls:『
:c::d :irtii::ammate ll a Slightly p9oFer
・66。  I am accused of ::ball watching:i by the cOach.  ta ■l
^67.  I pass to players in offttside positions withOut thinking. 、 j
59
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68. I see a situation and recall a move practiced previously,or suggested
- 
by .the coach, and begin to put it into operation
H
69. I tend to put my head down and run into tight situbtions with little
teammate support
7A, 'I am supposed' to cover an opp-onent. I am tempted to follow the baII,
leaving'my own man free. :v
71.._, f am in a one-on-one situation against the goalkeeper, but a defender
. approaching from behind distracts me. and I shoot huriedly, badly
miising the opportunity to-score .'-.. 71
72. Despite the noise of the crowd f am able to pick out my coachrs voice
from.our bench. I listen to his direction and f make the proper
adjustment.
73.nj I have the baII in a three-on-one situation but lose it easily as I
fail to decide'r+ho to pass to and when.
74. When f am slightly injured and continue to play f tend to make a lgt
of mistakes and lose concentration on the game.
)
' 75, f am able to watch gpp-osllg playersr movements and.respond
appropriately. *,:
76. i put my head down and dribble, dnawarel of'my t6ammates and opponents
other than those immediately'around me. '-,;-D a
.,
77. I lose the ball after, failing'to hear or see an'opponent running up
' behind me. , , a
A teammate'balls for a pass.' iy ttu time-I'have passdd he is covered
and an opponent,wins the baII easily_. ,'_--'
t79. I have justl missed an easy chance to scbre dnd I= am briticized by my
teammates and coach. I get"another easy chance a minute .Iater but
cannot concentrate and I miss the opportirnity.
l80. f consciously rrtalk to myselftt r,rhile I am.perfoiming. l
81ン/ A ball is kicked in・the hir intO our defensive penelty area.  Despite
being crowded by ry opponents, I focup .on the'ba}I, jump up_strong and
head the baII high, far, and wide out of ttie penalty area."=i "-'"
少
Appendix B
TEST OF ATTENT10NAL AND INTERPERSONAL STYLE
Robert Mo Nideffer, PhoD.
INSTRUCT10NS
USE NO. 2・PENCIL.  DO NOT WRITE ON THE TEST B00KLET
Read each item carefully and then answer according to the frequency ,ith
which it describes you or your behavioす。 For example, tem l is ::When
people talk to me, I find myself  istracted by the s■ghts and sounds
around me.!:
A = NEVER
B = RARELY
C = SOMETIMES
D 」FREQUEさITLY
E = ALWAYS
If your answer to the first item ■s SOMETIMES, y6u wou■d mark w■th a No. 2
penC■l under C for,item number l.  The same key is used for every item,
thus each time you markJan A you・arei｀ndicatittg NEVER, etc.                       _
1. ヒPlease be suret to mark yOuriname in the spaces provided at the right Of     、ヽ
of'the answer shcetO           .       =     ・  1              .
2。  Fill in your date of birth in the spaceS provided・at the bottom of the
answer sheet.  ｀     こ          1                  . ｀
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_     ′ Appehdix B (continued)
■.  When_people talk to me l find mシself diStracted by the・lights and'   sounds around me.
2.  When people talk.to me l find myself distracted by my own thoughts and
ideasI
3.  All l need is a little ■nformation and I｀can come up w■th a large
number of ideas.
4・  My thoughts are limited to the objects and people in my immediate
surrOundings.           ,                                .
5.  I need to have al■ t e ■nformation before l say・or do anything.
6.  The work l do ■s focused and narrow; proceeding in a logical fashiOn.
7.  I run back and forth from task to task.
8.  I seem toヽwork in・:!fits and startsi: Or l:bits and pieces.::
9・  The WOrk l do ■nvolves a w■de variety of seem■ngly unrelated mater■al
and ideas.                  _
10.  My thOughts´and associations come SoFrapidly l cantt keep up with
them.                           …
llo  The world seems to be a boom■ng buzz■ng br■lliant f■ash of color and
confus■on.                                           、
・                 f 〆 」          3: I｀did not wait ゼざget ttlli6f the■2.  When l make a m■stake ■t is becau:
■nformation. 1
13・  When l makel■mistake .t ■S because I`wa■t. dt too. ong and got too much
■nformationる         。           ι    ′                ―
`  つ     ヽ   =           |
14.  When l read ut is ざesyltO b■Ck_out every,五ing hut‐the もook。|           :
150  1 fOCus on one small′part of what,a persQn しこys and miぎζ t五e t6tal `
message.                                 "
16。  In schoo■ I failed to wait fOr the、teacherきl instructions.
■70  1 have difficulty clear■nL  y m■nd Of atsngle thOught Or ■dea.
18.  I think about one thing at a time.      _
19。  I get caught up、in my thoughts and become oblivious tO what is goingi
on around me.                          -                                1
20.  I theorize and phi10sophize。                        ・   ,    、
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2L. I enjoy 'quietr' thoughtful times.
\
22. I would rather'be'feeling and experiencing the world than my
230
24。
25.
26。
27Ъ
28。
29。
300
3■.
32.
33・
34・
thoughts.
My environment is exciting apd keeps me involved.
My interests are broader than most peoplers.
My interests are narrower than most pboplers.
ft is easy for me to direct my attention and focus narrowly on some-
thing.
It is easy for me to focus on a number of things at the same time.
It is easy for me to keep thoughts from interfering with something
I am watching or.listening to.
It is easy for me'to keep sights and sounds from interfering with my
thoughts. 
,
Happenings or objects grab my attention..
ft is easy for me to keep rfry mind on a single thought or idea
I am good at picking a voice or'instrument out of', pi""e of music
that f am listening to L
With so much going on aroqnd_me, itts difficult for: me to think about
anything for airy length of t1me. );_ - , L 
.
f'am good at quickly analyling cctmplex situations around me, such as
how a play is developing in football or which of 
"four or five kidsstarted a fight.
・35・  At stores l am faced w■th so:many・ho■ces
36.  I spend a Ёrdat、ざa1 0f・my time thinking
I canrt'make up my mind.
about- a-l,l kinds of ideas I
i
{i
to・others bブiniagini,g:hyself in their
OWn
have.
37.' I figure out how' tao respond
' situation.
38. fn school I would becomE distracted.and didn''t stick to the.subject.
39. When f get anxious or nervcu-s my attention becomes narrow and f fail
tO see important thirigs that are going on around me-.
40. Even though r am not hungry, if something r Iike is placed in front
of me, IIII eht it.
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' 4I. I am more of, a doing kind of person than a thinking one.
I a room filfea with children or out on a playing field, I know what' 42. Ir
everyone is doing.
43. It is easy for me to keep my mind on a Single sight or sound.
44. f am good at rapidly scanning crowds and picking out a particular
person or face
45. I have- difficulty shifting 6ack and forth from one conversation to
' another.
46.  I get confused trying to watch activ■t es such as  football game or
,          circus where a nurnber of things are happening at the same time.
47。  Ih｀ave so many things on my mind that l become cblifused and forgetfu■.
48。
‐ on essay tests my answers are (were)too narrOw and don't coヤer the
topic.
49・  It iS easy for me to forget about´pr b■ems by w tching a good mov■e
,         or by listen■ng to mus■c。
500.  I Cantt resist temptati6n when'it ip r■gh  in frOnt of me。      ‐
51.  In games l make miStakes because l am iat,hing_■hat one person does
and forget atiout the others。                     _ 4
.      52.  :h:::.plan S'十eral mov,s ahead in complicatdd games like bridЁe n重・ Ⅲ
.        530  1n school l was not a l'thェnke■`!:      `[   ′,
‐       540  1n a roomfu■ of.pe ple l can keep.tracヒ Of Several conversations:at
・    ｀        the same time。                  .
`                                        卜       ,     |           .           ・
55.  I｀have difficulty telling hOW Others feel by watёhing them and
listen■ng to them talk.   ‐      ・                                 ・ ―
56.  PeOple have to repeat thirgξ to me,bёbまJse l becomerdiStractedL by
■rrelevant sigttts・Or sounds around'me.
57.  I make m■stakes because l try to d9 td6 many things at once.
58。  I an good at analyz■ng s■tuations and prediCting in advance what others
w■1l dci.
59. 0n essay tests my answers are (were) too broad, bringing in irrelevant
information.
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60。  Peoplё foo■・me because l don;t bother to analyze the thingo that they
say; I take thep at face value.
611  1 would much rather be doing something than just sitting arOund
thinking。
62。  I make m■stakes because my thoughts get stuck On One ■dea or feeling.
630  1 am constantly analyz■ng peOlille and s■tu tions.
640  1 get cOnfused at busy intersections.
65.  I an g9od at glanc■ng at a large area and qu■ckly pickintt out Several
objects, such as ■n those hidden figure drawings in chi■drenis
magaz■nes.
66.  I get anx■ous and b■ock out everything on tests.
67。  EVen when l am inv61ved in a game or sport, my mihd is going a mile a
mュnute._                     ,                            ,
68.  I can figure out how to respond to others just bレ ■00king a  them。
69。  I haVe a tendency to get involved in a cOnversation and forget
■llnportant things ■ike a pot o, tht StOVe, Or like leaving the mOtOr
runn■g On the car。             .
70。  It‐is easy for me to brinごtogether ideas from a number 6f different
areas。
.                           卜        ● =
71。  Sometimes ■iЁhぜS and sOundゞcoie at nie so ■apidly they lnake me light―headed or dizzy.                                        .
,  77。  PeOple have tto repe■t iingS because・I get aistraこted by Own
■rrelevant thoughts.   .                              =
73:  :i::iiliサ
::ii::1::::ちIil首
 :Ie:htelilS:|:ナ:ilき
r:lillig :inll::き
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Appendix C
PERSONAL AssEsSMENT QUEST10NNAlRE― FORM S
Name:
' Institution:
Years Playing Experience:
Please mark X in the space that best represents your personal assessment
of the statements. Example: ff you have always been on winning. soccer
teams, mark X in dhe left hand spaie; if you have beien on as many winning
as losing soccer teams, mark X in the middle space.
fn Soccer I have been .
on winning -teams
unnoticed
successful
fruStrated
happy
uncertain
La
My Soccer attiletic ability is:
above average
bad
(high・school) (co■■ege)  (other)
on losing teams,
recognized
unsuccessful
rewarded
t\-,-Sadt
1  ,  confident
???? ? ? ? ??? ィ
．
?
?
?
r■diculed by
super■Or
iimited \
-praised by others
encouraging
strong
worse than most
coach t
′
1
一
i ニー ー ■=二  be10W average
三 二
=g00d「=「pra■sed by cOach
iliferi6r
= . broad        ,
:
ridiculed by others
frustrating
better than most
??
．
? ???
．
』
?
?
??
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Research is being conducted to examine the re■ationship between
success and a number of psycho■ogical var■ables namely attention, con―
centration, perception, and anx■e y   Different soccer player s■tuations
requ■re different attentional styles as well as the ability to shift
attentiona■ styleS in re‐sponse to changing situations on the fieldo  lf
■napゴrOpr.ate attentiona■ styles are ■dentified, then the cOach w■ll be
able to alter the focus of attention to the optimal style for the spec■fic
s■tuatione
‐   As a subject, you wil■ be asked to take the fo■lowing paper and pencil
tests ■n/this order:
■。  Group Embedded Figures Tё st:  thib test measures v■sua■percep ion
(20 mine).
=2。  Test of Soccer Atteitional Sty■e:  this_test iS sport_spec■fic
measure of attenti6n (20 mi五.).                          、 _
・                           ・                         ヽ           .
30  Test of・λtteFtiOnal style:「J his test determiゴёs which attentional
'styles describe thc supject (■
5 min.)11     ・
.    ′                .
40  11lin。.s c6mpetitiOn QuestiOnna■re:` his test measures hOw  ・
persOns feel when t,eytt participat,,、in ёOmpetiliVe situitiolis・(5 m n.).
:             ォ
50  Personal Assessment Que[tionna.re: i this test determines how
successful one perceives hims91f and the、leve1 0f‐ability according to
the subject (5 min.).
The total time invorved is" 65 minutes forthe testing procedure.
Participation in'this study is voluntary and your initial agreement to
participate does not stop you frbm discontinuing participation at any
time. rt is rikery rhat resurts from this study witl be pu6rished.
6ゝ6
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However, your data wil.l never be visible by name or institution. If you
have any questions pertaining to this studi, please feel free to ask.
If you wish to know information about the findings from this reasearch
you can contact me at Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 14850.
. 
Please con'sider the purposes and time commitment of this study before
you decide whether or not to participate. Please indicate your decision
below. Thank you.
Yes, I voluntar■y choose to participate ■n th s studyご` I have read
the abbve and l understand its contents.  I acknowledge that l am 18
years of age or older.
Nd, I do not・w■sh to participate'■ n this study。
F I.‐     ■       ■
Date
t
Appendix E
ITEM NUMBERS FOR TSAS SCALES
Attentional
ScaIe
Item
Number
/
BET        14, 15, 32, 33, 47, 51, 58, 62, 63, 69, 75, 76, 77
0ET        l, 6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 19, 21, 41, 53, 55, 71, 73
BlT        3, 8, 23, 26, 27, 34, 44, 45, 48, 49, 68, 80
01T        2, 4, 9j ■l 24, 28, 37, 46, 56, 57, 59, 61 74, 79
NET        20, 22, 42, 60, 65, 70, 72, 81
NIT        30, 35, 39, 43, 52, 54
RED        5, 10, ■7, 18,.25, 29, 31, 36, 38, 40, 50, 64, 66・, 67, 78
・
 ′   :   Jf    :    手.  ■、 ..   :  4 r
./    1i  l  
・     1
「      ′    : ・
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ITEM NUMBERS FOR TAS SCALES
Attentional ftem
Scal'e Number
JBET ・      34, 42, 44, 55, 65, 68
0ЁT      ・ 1, 7, 8, ■■, 29, 30, 33, 35, 46, 56, 64, 71
BIT        3, 20, 24, 27, 34, 51, 52, 70                 _..
OIT        2, 10, 19, 28, 47, 59, 69, 72, 73
NAR        4, 6, 14, 18, 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 43, 49
RED        4, 5, 6, 15, 17, ■8, 27, 39, 48, 49, 51,、 62, 66, 69, 74
‐       I =
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